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FLOER COHOMOLOGY AND GEOMETRIC COMPOSITION OF
LAGRANGIAN CORRESPONDENCES
KATRIN WEHRHEIM AND CHRIS T. WOODWARD
Abstract. We prove an isomorphism of Floer cohomologies under geometric composition
of Lagrangian correspondences in exact and monotone settings.
1. Introduction
Lagrangian correspondences were described by Weinstein [32, 31] as generalizations of
symplectomorphisms, in an attempt to build a symplectic category with composable mor-
phisms between non-symplectomorphic manifolds. By definition a Lagrangian correspon-
dence from M0 to M1 is a Lagrangian submanifold in the product, L01 ⊂ M−0 × M1,
with respect to the symplectic structure (−ωM0)× ωM1 . The basic examples are graphs of
symplectomorphisms. Composition of symplectomorphisms generalizes to geometric com-
position of Lagrangian correspondences L01 ⊂M−0 ×M1, L12 ⊂M−1 ×M2, defined by
(1) L01 ◦ L12 :=
{
(x0, x2) ∈M0 ×M2
∣∣∃x1 : (x0, x1) ∈ L01, (x1, x2) ∈ L12}.
In general this will be a singular subset of M−0 ×M2 which is isotropic at smooth points.
However, if we assume transversality of the intersection L01×M1L12 :=
(
L01×L12
)∩(M−0 ×
∆M1 ×M2
)
, then the restriction of the projection π02 :M
−
0 ×M1×M−1 ×M2 →M−0 ×M2
to L01 ×M1 L12 is an immersion [5, 24], and hence L01 ◦ L12 ⊂ M−0 ×M2 is an immersed
Lagrangian correspondence. We will study the class of embedded geometric compositions,
for which in addition π02 is injective, and hence L01 ◦ L12 is a smooth Lagrangian corre-
spondence.
Lagrangian correspondences arise naturally in various contexts. Perutz [13, 14] proposed
a construction of three and four-manifold invariants using Floer theory for Lagrangian cor-
respondences in symmetric products, which generalize the tori in Heegard Floer homology
[OS]. Seidel proposed a generalized version of his exact triangle in Floer cohomology [18]
for fibered versions of symplectic Dehn twists, whose vanishing cycle is a spherically fibered
Lagrangian correspondence. Seidel and Smith [20] proposed a symplectic definition of Kho-
vanov homology, using Lagrangians constructed as geometric compositions of the fibered
vanishing cycles. Finally, moduli spaces of flat bundles on three-dimensional cobordisms
define Lagrangian correspondences between the moduli spaces of bundles on the boundary
surfaces, such that composition of cobordisms corresponds to geometric composition of cor-
respondences. The associated Floer cohomology groups, which we construct in [28], may
be viewed as symplectic versions of instanton Floer homology for three manifolds.
Naturally the question arises of how composition of correspondences affects Floer co-
homology. In this paper we prove that Floer cohomology is isomorphic under embedded
geometric composition. For a precise general statement, it is best to use the language of
quilted Floer cohomology developed in [24] which defines HF (L01, L12, . . . , L(k−1)k) for a
cyclic sequence of Lagrangian correspondences L(ℓ−1)ℓ ⊂ M−ℓ−1 ×Mℓ between symplectic
manifolds M0,M1, . . . ,Mk =M0. If the composition L(ℓ−1)ℓ ◦Lℓ(ℓ+1) is embedded, then we
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obtain under suitable monotonicity assumptions a canonical isomorphism
(2) HF (. . . , L(ℓ−1)ℓ, Lℓ(ℓ+1), . . .) ∼= HF (. . . , L(ℓ−1)ℓ ◦ Lℓ(ℓ+1), . . .).
Here the quilted Floer cohomology on the left hand side counts k-tuples of pseudoholo-
morphic strips (uj : R × [0, 1] → Mj)j=0,...,k−1, whose boundaries match up via the La-
grangian correspondences, (uj−1(s, 1), uj(s, 0)) ∈ L(j−1)j . On the right hand side of (2),
no strip in Mℓ is taken into account, and the strips Mℓ−1 and Mℓ+1 match up directly via
(uℓ−1(s, 1), uℓ+1(s, 0)) ∈ L(ℓ−1)ℓ ◦ Lℓ(ℓ+1). Rather than going through the general definition
in detail, we will prove in detail the following representative example in the familiar notation
of Floer cohomology for pairs of Lagrangians in the same symplectic manifold.
Theorem 1.0.1. Let M0,M1,M2 be symplectic manifolds that are either compact or satisfy
the ‘bounded geometry’ assumptions as in [19, Chapter 7].1. Let
L0 ⊂M0, L01 ⊂M−0 ×M1, L12 ⊂M−1 ×M2, L2 ⊂M−2
be compact Lagrangian submanifolds such that the geometric composition L01 ◦ L12 is em-
bedded. Then the canonical bijection (L0 × L12) ∩ (L01 × L2) ∼= (L0 × L2) ∩ (L01 ◦ L12)
induces an isomorphism
(3) HF (L0 × L12, L01 × L2) ∼→ HF (L0 × L2, L01 ◦ L12),
provided the following assumptions hold:
(a) The pair (L0 × L12, L01 × L2) of Lagrangian submanifolds in M0 ×M−1 ×M2 is
monotone (or exact) for Floer theory, that is with some τ > 0 (or τ = 0) we have
2
∫
v∗ωN = τ · IMaslov(v∗T (L0 × L12), v∗T (L01 × L2))
for all maps from the annulus v : S1 × [0, 1] → M0 ×M−1 ×M2 with Lagrangian
boundary conditions v(S1×{0}) ⊂ L0×L12 and v(S1×{1}) ⊂ L01×L2. The Maslov
index is defined by choosing a trivialization v∗T (M0×M−1 ×M2) ∼= S1× [0, 1]×Cn,
then IMaslov(v
∗T (L0×L12), v∗T (L01×L2)) is the difference of Maslov indices of the
two loops in the Lagrangian Grassmannian of Cn.
(b) The minimal positive Maslov index in (a) is 2, that is there exists no annulus v with
IMaslov(v
∗T (L0 × L12), v∗T (L01 × L2)) = 1.
(c) Each of the L0, L01, L12, L2 has minimal Maslov index ≥ 3. (Here the minimal
Maslov index of L ⊂M is the positive generator of IMaslov(π2(M,L)) ⊂ Z.)
Note that (a) implies monotonicity on homotopy groups for the symplectic manifolds,
i.e. [ωMi ] = τc1(TMi) on π2(Mi) for i = 0, 1, 2, as well as for each Lagrangian, i.e. 2[ωM ] =
τIMaslov on π2(M,L) for (M,L) given by (M0, L0), (M
−
0 ×M1, L01), (M−1 ×M2, L12), or
(M2, L2). Assumptions (a) and (b) are necessary in their full strength for a subtle bubble
exclusion argument, as explained below. They are met, for example, if all Lagrangians
are orientable and exact, or if they are orientable, monotone, and the image of either
π1(L0 × L12) or π1(L01 × L2) in π1(M0 ×M1 ×M2) is torsion. In [25] we discuss some
alternative conditions ensuring monotonicity. Note that (b) also is the natural assumption
1 More precisely, we consider symplectic manifolds that are the interior of Seidel’s compact symplectic
manifolds with boundary and corners. We can in fact deal with more general noncompact manifolds, such
as cotangent bundles or symplectic manifolds with convex ends, for which bubbling can be excluded in
moduli spaces up to dimension 1, as detailed in Section 2.1. Moreover, we require that transverse Floer
trajectory spaces be constructed as in Section 2.2 using almost complex structures J such that, with respect
to J-compatible metrics, up to second derivatives of J as well as the curvature are uniformly bounded.
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that excludes self-connecting trajectories in the construction of Floer homology. Similarly,
(c) is needed only to ensure that Floer homology is well defined. In [29] we generalize
Theorem 1.0.1 to an isomorphism in the derived category of matrix factorization, allowing
to drop assumption (c).
In this paper, the isomorphism (3) of Floer cohomology groups is completely proven only
with Z2-coefficients. The discussion of coherent orientations – in the presence of orientations
and relative spin structures on the Lagrangians – can be found in [27]. There should also be
versions of this result for Floer cohomology with gradings, coefficients in flat vector bundles,
and Novikov rings. We give a detailed statement and proof for the gradings in [25].
L01
L2
M2
M−1
M0
L12
L0
M2
M0
L01 ◦ L12
L2
L0
Figure 1. Tuples of pseudoholomorphic strips that are counted for
HF (L0 × L12, L01 × L2) and for HF (L0 × L2, L01 ◦ L12)
Throughout we will use the construction of Floer cohomology based on [3, 12, 4]. The
Floer differential for (L0 × L12, L01 × L2) counts triples of pseudoholomorphic strips in
M0,M
−
1 ,M2 (see Figure 1 below). In the standard definition, one would take the width of all
three strips to be equal, but we show in [25] that one can in fact allow the widths of the strips
to differ. The main difficulty then is to prove that under the stated assumptions and with the
width of the middle strip sufficiently close to zero, the triples of pseudoholomorphic strips
inM0,M
−
1 ,M2 are in one-to-one correspondence with the pairs of pseudoholomorphic strips
in M0,M2 that are counted in the Floer differential for (L0 × L2, L01 ◦ L12). As in similar
situations in Floer theory, the proof is an application of the implicit function theorem, on
one hand, and compactness results for shrinking the middle strip, on the other. In the
limit various kinds of bubbling can occur: Sphere bubbles in M0, M1, M2; disk bubbles in
(M0, L0), (M2, L2), (M0×M1, L01), (M1×M2, L12), (M0×M2, L01 ◦L12); and a novel type
of bubble which we call a figure eight bubble. The latter is a triple of pseudoholomorphic
maps v0 : R × (−∞,−1] → M0, v1 : R × [−1, 1] → M1, v2 : R × [1,∞) → M2 such that
(v0(τ,−1), v1(τ,−1)) ∈ L01, (v1(τ, 1), v2(τ, 1)) ∈ L12.
To explain the name, note that under stereographic projection to the sphere, or after
transformation z 7→ 1z of C ∼= R2, the lines Im(z) = ±1 appear as a figure eight as in
Figure 2. These pictures are labeled in the pictorial language of [26]: The maps v0, v1, v2
form a “quilt” on the punctured S2, whose “patches” are the domains of the three maps
(labeled by the target spaces), and with “seams” on the intersections of these domains
(labeled by the “seam condition” L01 or L12 that is satisfied there). We conjecture that the
maps (v0, v1, v2) can be extended continuously to the closure of their domains in S
2 by a
point (v0(∞), v1(∞), v2(∞)) ∈ L01 ×M2 ∩M0 × L12. However, we cannot in general prove
this removal of singularities, nor is there a readily available Fredholm theory for seams
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Figure 2. Figure Eight bubble
touching tangentially as in Figure 2. Thus we are lacking the construction of a moduli
space of figure eight bubbles. Instead, as in [22] we exclude bubbling by energy quantization
without establishing a geometric description of the bubble. This method hinges on strict
monotonicity with a nonnegative constant τ ≥ 0 as well as the 2-grading assumption (b).
Theorem 1.0.1 has a wide range of applications: First, it provides a tool for symplectic
topology, which has not yet been exhaustively used. In [25] we give examples of elemen-
tary Floer homology calculations arising from the representation of symplectic quotients
as Lagrangian correspondence. For example, a simple iteration in n confirms the calcu-
lation HF (T nCl, T
n
Cl)
∼= H∗(T n) of Cho [2] for the Clifford torus in CPn. We also show
that non-displaceability of Lagrangians in product symplectic manifolds follows directly if
the Lagrangian, viewed as correspondence, has an image in one of the factors whose Floer
homology is nonzero. This explains e.g. the nondisplaceability of standard Lagrangian em-
beddings (S1)n−k×S2k−1 →֒ (CPk−1)−×CPn (for example the sphere S3 →֒ (CP1)−×CP2)
by the fact that their projection to CPn contains the nondisplaceable Clifford torus. An
application to non-triviality of symplectic mapping class groups is given in [29]. Second,
our isomorphism is key to proving the topological invariance of various Floer cohomology
groups arising from decompositions in low-dimensional topology; for example, the symplec-
tic version of instanton (knot) homology constructed in [28, 29], and Seidel-Smith homology
and Heegard-Floer homology, for which it provides alternative constructions [15], [8, 10]2.
Third, from a more conceptual point of view, Theorem 1.0.1 is used in [24] to give a
solution to the problem in Weinstein’s construction that composition of Lagrangian corre-
spondences is not always defined. Using the result here, one may construct a symplectic
2-category, in which all Lagrangian correspondences are composable morphisms and Floer
cohomology groups (as 2-morphism spaces) are well defined. Thus one removes the quotes
in Weinstein’s “category” by promoting the construction to a 2-category, using Floer theory.
We thank Paul Seidel and Ivan Smith for encouragement and helpful discussions.
2 Excluding figure eight bubbling in negatively monotone symmetric products requires a somewhat more
subtle analysis. Using a weak removable singularity theorem, it suffices to establish that potential homotopy
classes of figure eight bubbles have zero energy [23, 30]. This seems to be the case for all correspondences
introduced by Perutz. At the time of last revision of this paper note that the alternative approach presented
in [9] assumes real valued symplectic actions, which directly implies our assumption (a) with τ = 0.
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2. Floer cohomology for monotone Lagrangian correspondences
In this section we first explain why both Floer cohomologies in Theorem 1.0.1 are well
defined. Then we give a specific “quilted” setup and choice of perturbations for both that
reduce the isomorphism of Floer cohomologies to a bijection of moduli spaces that is proven
in Section 3.
2.1. Monotonicity assumptions and index identities. The significance of the mono-
tonicity and Maslov index assumptions in Theorem 1.0.1 is the following energy-index re-
lation and relative grading.
Proposition 2.1.1. Suppose that the pair (L0, L1) of Lagrangians in M is monotone,
transverse, and has minimal annulus Maslov index N ≥ 2. (That is, N is the positive
generator of {IMaslov(v∗TL0, v∗TL1) | v : S1 × [0, 1] →M,v(S1 × {j}) ⊂ Lj} ⊂ Z.)
Then for any x± ∈ L0 ∩ L1 there exist constants c(x−, x+) ∈ R and µ(x−, x+) ∈ Z
such that for all strips u : R × [0, 1] → M with boundary values in (L0, L1) and limits
u(±∞, ·) = x± we have
(4) 2E(u) = τ · Ind(Du) + c(x−, x+), Ind(Du) ≡ µ(x−, x+) mod N.
Here E(u) =
∫
u∗ω is the energy and Du the linearized Cauchy-Riemann operator at u.
Proof. Given two strips u1, u2 : R × [0, 1] → M we can glue them together (reversing
the orientation of u2) to an annulus v : S
1 × [0, 1] → M , then ∫ v∗ω = E(u1) − E(u2)
and IMaslov(v
∗TL0, v
∗TL1) = Ind(Du1) − Ind(Du2). So the energy-index relation follows
from monotonicity
∫
v∗ω = τIMaslov(v
∗TL0, v
∗TL1), and the index identity follows from
IMaslov(v
∗TL0, v
∗TL1) ⊂ NZ. 
The energy-index relation ensures energy bounds for the moduli spaces of fixed index
and thus compactness up to bubbling (‘pointwise blow-up of the gradient’) and breaking
of trajectories (‘nontrivial amounts of energy moving off into both ends of the strip’).3
Together with the index identity it excludes bubbling in moduli spaces of index less than N
as follows: Any bubbling leads to a new (possibly broken) trajectory connecting the same
points but with less energy.4 By monotonicity, less energy means strictly less index. By the
index identity mod N that means negative index. By transversality (previously established
for moduli spaces of negative index) that means an empty set: The new trajectory doesn’t
exist, so the bubbling didn’t happen. We spelled out this argument because we will use it
again to exclude figure eight bubbling – by only proving energy loss, not actually giving a
geometric description of the bubble.
Working withN = 2 there is just one point in the construction of Floer cohomology where
this argument fails: The 1-dimensional moduli spaces of self-connecting Floer trajectories
3 For a noncompact symplectic manifold, one needs to establish C0-bounds on the holomorphic maps,
before ’standard Gromov compactness’ can be quoted. Note that the domains of maps under our consider-
ation are such that each interior point has bounded distance from a boundary point, where the maps take
values in a compact Lagrangian submanifold or in the projection of a compact Lagrangian correspondence
to one factor. Hence it suffices to establish uniform bounds on the gradient (i.e. exclude bubbling).
4 Such energy loss can be established by proving convergence of rescaled maps to disks or spheres.
Alternatively, this can be shown by a mean value inequality as in [11, 4.3], [22], or Lemma 3.3.2, which only
requires uniform bounds on the curvature and up to second derivatives of the almost complex structure J
w.r.t. a J-compatible metric on M . Such bounds will also be required for the proof of energy loss during
strip shrinking in Lemma 3.3.2, hence they are a standing assumption for noncompact manifolds.
In addition, both approaches require the removable singularity theorem ([11, Thm 4.1.2]) to hold on M .
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have index 2, so bubbling could lead to an index 0 solution (which are always constant due to
the R-action). Assumption (c) serves to exclude this scenario by index additivity arguments:
Any pseudoholomorphic disk bubble with boundary on L will reduce the index by at least
NL, the minimal Maslov index on π2(M,L). So NL ≥ 3 ensures that the remaining solution
would have negative index (and the same holds for sphere bubbles whose Chern number
would be at least 12NL). Note that this argument, unlike the previous bubbling exclusion
by energy loss, requires an identification of the bubbles as spheres and disks.5 In our
case it also requires that we work with a split almost complex structure (preserving the
factors of M0 ×M−1 ×M2), otherwise pseudoholomorphic disks in the product manifold
don’t necessarily have the minimal index of a disk in one of the factors. We will show in
Section 2.2 that we can achieve transversality with a split almost complex structure, and
hence our assumptions indeed ensure that the Floer cohomology HF (L0 × L12, L01 × L2)
is well defined. The next Lemma shows that the Floer cohomology HF (L0 ×L2, L01 ◦L12)
for the composed Lagrangian correspondence is also well defined.
Lemma 2.1.2. In the setting of Theorem 1.0.1, the assumptions (a) and (b) imply the
analogous assumptions for the pair (L0 × L2, L01 ◦ L12) of Lagrangians in M0 ×M−2 . As-
sumption (c) implies that ∂2 = 0 on CF (L0×L2, L01◦L12), and hence the Floer cohomology
is well defined.
Proof. Consider any annulus (u0 × u2) : S1× [0, 1]→M0×M−2 with Lagrangian boundary
conditions (u0×u2)(S1×{0}) ⊂ L0×L2 and (u0×u2)(S1×{1}) ⊂ L01◦L12. By the embedded
composition there exists a unique lift u1 : S
1 →M−1 such that (u0|t=1 × u1)(S1) ⊂ L01 and
(u1 × u2|t=1)(S1) ⊂ L12. Now we can reverse the parametrization in u2(s, t) := u2(s, 1− t)
and extend u1 constant along [0, 1] to define an annulus (u0 × u1 × u2) : S1 × [0, 1] →
M0 ×M−1 ×M2 as in (a). Here u∗1ω1 = 0, hence
∫
(u0 × u1 × u2)∗(ω0 × (−ω1) × ω2) =∫
(u0 × u2)∗(ω0 × (−ω2)). To identify the Maslov indices, pick the same trivializations
u∗jTMj
∼= S1 × [0, 1] × Vj for j = 0, 2 in both cases, then equality follows from the identity
(5) I(γ01) + I(γ12) = I(γ01 × γ12) = I(γ02)
for loops of Lagrangians γ01 : S
1 → Lag(V −0 × V1), γ12 : S1 → Lag(V −1 × V2), and γ02 :
S1 → Lag(V −0 ×V2) given by γ02(s) = (γ01(s)×γ12(s))∩ (V0×∆V1 ×V2). The first equality
is simply additivity of the Maslov index. To see the second equality we fix Lagrangians
Λj ⊂ Vj for j = 0, 2, then the Maslov indices can be expressed as the intersection number
with Λ0 ×∆V1 × Λ2 resp. Λ0 × Λ2. With this choice the intersections are identified,
K(s) :=
(
γ01(s)× γ12(s)
) ∩ (Λ0 ×∆V1 × Λ2) ∼= γ02(s) ∩ (Λ0 × Λ2).
Now we need to compare the crossing forms Γ0112(s),Γ02(s) : K(s)→ R at regular crossings
s ∈ S1. Fix a Lagrangian complement γ02(s)c ⊂ V0 × V −2 , then γ02(s)c ×∆V1 , after appro-
priate transposition of factors, is a Lagrangian complement for γ01(s) × γ12(s), due to the
assumption of transversality (L01×L12) ⋔ (M0×∆M1×M2). So for v0112 = (v0, v1, v1, v2) ∈
K(s) one finds (w0, w2)(t) ∈ γ02(s)c and w1 ∈ V1 such that v + (w0, w1, w1, w2)(t) ∈
(γ01 × γ12)(s + t). For the corresponding vector v02 = (v0, v2) ∈ K(s) this automatically
5 For noncompact symplectic manifolds, this requires a compactification as in [19] or the use of the
maximum principle on convex ends. Alternatively, one could restrict to N ≥ 3 (e.g. exact Lagrangians in a
cotangent bundle have N =∞) or use any other valid argument to prove ∂2 = 0.
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gives v02 + (w0, w2)(t) ∈ γ02(s+ t). With this we identify the crossing forms
Γ0112(s)v0112 =
d
dt
∣∣
t=0
(ω0 ⊕−ω1 ⊕ ω1 ⊕−ω2)
(
v0112, (w0, w1, w1, w2)(t)
)
= ddt
∣∣
t=0
(−ω0(v0, w0) + ω1(v1, w1)− ω1(v1, w1) + ω2(v2, w2))
= ddt
∣∣
t=0
(ω0 ⊕−ω2)
(
v02, (w0, w2)(t)
)
= Γ02(s)v02.
This proves equality of the Maslov indices in (5) and this finishes the proof of (a) and (b).
In the absence of assumption (c) we have ∂2 = wId a multiple of the identity in both Floer
theories, see [12] and [29]. A derived version of Theorem 1.0.1 implies that the value of w is
the same for both theories, see Remark 2.2.3. Assuming (a) for the pair (L0×L12, L01×L2)
we obtain w = 0 and thus also ∂2 = 0 on CF (L0 × L2, L01 ◦ L12). 
The index calculation in (5) analogously holds for strips. This identifies the index on
the two complexes in Theorem 1.0.1. Recall here from [3] that the index of the linearized
Cauchy-Riemann operator Du at a map u : R × [0, 1] → M with Lagrangian boundary
conditions u(R × {i}) ⊂ Li for i = 0, 1 and limits u(s, ·) −→
s→±∞
L0 ⋔ L1 at transverse
intersection points is given by the Maslov-Viterbo index,
Ind(Du) = IMV (u) := I(γ0, γ1), γi(s) = Tu(s,i)Li.
Here the Maslov index of the pair of paths is defined by choosing a trivialization u∗TM ∼=
R×[0, 1]×V (independent of t ∈ [0, 1] for s→ ±∞ ) so that γi becomes a path of Lagrangian
subspaces in the symplectic vector space V .
Lemma 2.1.3. Let L0 ⊂ M0, L01 ⊂ M−0 × M1, L12 ⊂ M−1 × M2, and L2 ⊂ M−2 be
Lagrangians such that the composition L01 ◦ L12 =: L02 is embedded. Suppose that the
intersection L0 × L12 ∩ L01 × L2 (and hence also L0 × L2 ∩ L01 ◦ L12) is transverse and
consider a map (u0, u2) : R×[0, 1]→M0×M2 taking boundary values in (L0×L2, L01◦L12),
and limiting to intersection points as s→ ±∞. Let (u0, u1, u2) : R× [0, 1]→M0×M1×M2
be the corresponding map which takes boundary values in (L0 ×L12, L01 ×L2) and satisfies
∂tu1 = 0. (Here u2 reverses the [0, 1]-parametrization of u2.) Then the indices of the
linearized operators and the energies are equal,
Ind(D(u0,u2)) = Ind(D(u0,u1,u2)), E((u0, u2)) = E((u0, u1, u2)).
Proof. The identity of Maslov indices follows as in Lemma 2.1.2. Alternatively, it could be
deduced from a more general result of Viterbo [21, Proposition 3]. For the energies just
note that
∫
u∗2ω2 =
∫
u∗2(−ω2) and
∫
u∗1ω1 = 0. 
2.2. Quilted setup for Floer cohomology. As in Theorem 1.0.1 let M0,M1,M2 be
symplectic manifolds and let
L0 ⊂M0, L01 ⊂M−0 ×M1, L12 ⊂M−1 ×M2, L2 ⊂M−2
be Lagrangian submanifolds such that the geometric composition L02 := L01 ◦ L12 is em-
bedded. The aim of this section is to introduce the “quilted” setup and give compatible
choices of perturbation data for the two Floer cohomologies HF (L0 × L12, L01 × L2) and
HF (L0 × L2, L02).
First, we need to fix Hamiltonians6 such that the perturbed intersection points are fi-
nite and nondegenerate. In fact, the following Proposition shows that we can pick a
6 If some of the symplectic manifolds are noncompact, then we work throughout with Hamiltonian
functions that are supported in fixed compact neighbourhoods of the Lagrangians.
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Hamiltonian of split type which achieves simultaneous transversality for the intersection
points in both Floer theories. Given a pair of time-dependent Hamiltonian functions
(H0,H2) ∈ C∞([0, 1] ×M0) × C∞([0, 1] ×M2) consider the Hamiltonians H02(t, x0, x2) =
H0(t, x0) − H2(1 − t, x2) on M0 × M2 and H012(t, x0, x1, x2) = H0(t, x0) + H2(t, x2) on
M0 × M1 × M2 and denote their time 1 flows by φH02 and φH012 . Then the perturbed
intersection points φH02(L0 × L2) ∩ L02 can be identified with
L0×φH0L02×φH2L2 =
{
(m0,m2) ∈M0×M2
∣∣m0 ∈ L0, (φH0(m0),m2) ∈ L02, φH2(m2) ∈ L2}
and analogously
φH012(L0 × L12) ∩ (L01 × L2) ∼= L0 ×φH0 L01 ×φH1 L12 ×φH2 L2,
where φHj is the time 1 flow of the Hamiltonian Hj and we use the trivial function H1 ≡ 0
on M1. Note that the Hamiltonians are constructed such that the perturbed intersection
points for the two Floer theories are still canonically identified. Indeed, by assumption
every point in L02 = L01 ◦ L12 has a unique lift to L01 ×IdM1 L12.
Proposition 2.2.1. There is a dense open subset Ham(L0, L02, L2) ⊂ C∞([0, 1] ×M0) ×
C∞([0, 1] ×M2) such that for every (H0,H2) ∈ Ham(L0, L02, L2) and H1 ≡ 0 the defining
equations for both sets L0×φH0L02×φH2L2 and L0×φH0L01×φH1L12×φH21 L2 are transversal.
Proof. By assumption L0, L02, L2 are embedded submanifolds and so locally they are the
zero sets of submersions ψ0 : M0 → Rn0 , ψ02 : M0 ×M2 → Rn0+n2 , ψ2 : M2 → Rn2 . Then
the defining equations for L0 ×φH0 L02 ×φH2 L2 are
(6) ψ0(m0) = 0, ψ02
(
φH0(m0),m2
)
= 0, ψ2
(
φH2(m2)
)
= 0.
Consider the universal moduli U space of data (H0,H2,m0,m2) satisfying (6), where now
each Hj has class C
ℓ for some ℓ ≥ 2. The linearized equations for U are
(7) Dψ0(v0) = 0, Dψ02(Dφ
H0(h0, v0), v2) = 0, Dψ2
(
DφH2(h2, v2)
)
= 0.
for vj ∈ TmjMj and hj ∈ Cℓ([0, 1]×Mj). The product of the operators on the left-hand sides
of (7) are surjective since each of the maps Cℓ([0, 1]×Mj)→ TφHj (mj)Mj , hj 7→ Dφ
Hj (hj , 0)
is surjective. So by the implicit function theorem U is a smooth Banach manifold, and we
consider its projection to Cℓ([0, 1]×M0)×Cℓ([0, 1]×M2). By the Sard-Smale theorem, the
set of regular values is dense. On the other hand, the set of regular values is clearly open.
Hence the set of smooth functions that are regular values is open and dense. This is exactly
the set of functions H = (H0,H2) such that the perturbed intersection L0×φH0 L02×φH2 L2
is transversal.
Moreover, the perturbed intersection L0 ×φH0 L01 ×φH1 L12 ×φH21 L2 is also transversal,
since by assumption L01 × L12 is transverse to the diagonal M0 ×∆M1 ×M2. 
In the following, instead of working with perturbed intersection points, we will apply the
Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms to the Lagrangians to achieve transversality. Replacing L0
with L′0 = φ
H0(L0) and L2 with L
′
2 = (φ
H2)−1(L2) the generators of the two Floer chain
groups are the transverse intersections
(L′0 × L′2) ∩ L01 ∼= L′0 ×IdM0 L02 ×IdM2 L
′
2,
(L′0 × L12) ∩ (L01 × L′2) ∼= L′0 ×IdM0 L01 ×IdM1 L12 ×IdM2 L
′
2.
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The forgetful map (m0,m1,m2) 7→ (m0,m2) is a bijection from I to (L′0 × L′2) ∩ L01 since
by assumption L01 ×IdM1 L12 → L02 is bijective. So, after a Hamiltonian perturbation, we
have a natural isomorphism of the Floer chain groups
(8) CF (L0 × L12, L01 × L2) ∼→ CF (L0 × L2, L02)
and it remains to identify the Floer differentials. For that purpose we now drop the Hamil-
tonian from the notation: By abuse of notation we can assume to start out with unperturbed
transverse intersections and a natural bijection
I := (L0 × L2) ⋔ L01 ∼= (L0 × L12) ⋔ (L01 × L2).
To investigate the Floer trajectories note that we consider (L0 × L2, L02) as a pair of
Lagrangians in M0 × M−2 and (L0 × L12, L01 × L2) as a pair of Lagrangians in M0 ×
M−1 × M2. For any symplectic manifold M let J (M) be the space of almost complex
structures on M that are compatible with the symplectic structure ωM .
7 We pick time-
dependent almost complex structures J0 ∈ C∞([0, 1],J (M0)) and J2 ∈ C∞([0, 1],J (M2)),
then J0(t,m0)×(−J2(1−t,m2)) defines a compatible almost complex structure onM0×M−2 .
Now any pseudoholomorphic strip w02 : R × [0, 1] → M0 ×M−2 with boundary values on
(L0×L2, L02) corresponds by “unfolding” w02(s, t) = (u0(s, t), u2(s, 1−t)) to a pair of strips(
ui : R× [0, 1]→Mi
)
i=0,2
satisfying
∂su0 + J0(t, u0)∂tu0 = 0, ∂su2 + J2(t, u2)∂tu2 = 0,(9)
u0(s, 0) ∈ L0, (u0(s, 1), u2(s, 0)) ∈ L02, u2(s, 1) ∈ L2.
Similarly, pick an almost complex structure J1 ∈ J (M1), then J0 × (−J1) × J2 defines a
compatible almost complex structure on M0 ×M−1 ×M2 and any pseudoholomorphic strip
with boundary values on (L0×L12, L01×L2) corresponds by “unfolding” to a triple of strips(
vi : R× [0, 1] →Mi
)
i=0,1,2
satisfying
∂sv0 + J0(t, v0)∂tv0 = 0, ∂sv1 + J1(v1)∂tv1 = 0, ∂sv2 + J2(t, v2)∂tv2 = 0,(10)
v0(s, 0) ∈ L0, (v0(s, 1), v1(s, 0)) ∈ L01, (v1(s, 1), v2(s, 0)) ∈ L12, v2(s, 1) ∈ L2.
In both cases, the trajectories have finite energy
∑
i
∫ |∂sui|2 resp. ∑i ∫ |∂svi|2 iff they
converge uniformly to intersection points
(11) lim
s→±∞
(u0, u2)(s, ·) = (x±0 , x±2 ) ∈ I resp. lims→±∞(v0, v1, v2)(s, ·) = (x
±
0 , x
±
1 , x
±
2 ) ∈ I.
For any x−, x+ ∈ I let us denote by
M˜10(x−, x+) =
{
(u0, u2)
∣∣ (9), (11), Ind(D(u0,u2)) = 1}
the one dimensional (i.e. index 1) component of the moduli space of Floer trajectories
for (L0 × L2, L02). One can achieve transversality of these moduli spaces (of any index
≤ 1) by choosing t-dependent almost complex structures J0 and J2 that are constant near
7 If M is noncompact, then we assume as in [19] that the almost complex structure extends to the
compact symplectic manifold with boundary and corners, whose interior is M . More generally, it would
suffice to work with any noncompact M and J for which the bubble exclusion arguments hold, as detailed
in Section 2.1 and Lemma 3.3.2. In particular, this requires uniform bounds on the curvature and up to
second derivatives of the almost complex structures J with respect to J-compatible metrics.
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t = 0 and t = 1.8 Note that we cannot expect a bijection with the moduli spaces of Floer
trajectories for (L0×L12, L01×L2) as in (10). However, by the independence theorem in [25],
the cohomology defined from the above Floer differential is isomorphic to the cohomology
defined by the “quilted Floer differential” arising from the moduli spaces
M˜1δ(x−, x+) =
{
(v0, v1, v2)
∣∣ (10)δ, (11), Ind(D(v0,v1,v2)) = 1}
for any choice of δ > 0. Here we consider strips v0, v2 of width 1 as before but middle
strips v1 : R × [0, δ] → M1 of width δ > 0, and (10)δ denotes the same boundary value
problem as above except for the seam condition (v1(s, δ), v2(s, 0)) ∈ L12. Moreover, we use
almost complex structures J0,δ, J2,δ that converge to J0, J2 in the C∞-topology as δ → 0.
The specific choice follows from the constructions in the proof 9 and will also ensure that
the moduli spaces M˜1δ(x−, x+) are cut out transversely for δ > 0 sufficiently small.
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Figure 3. Shrinking the middle strip
In order to prove Theorem 1.0.1 it now suffices to show that the isomorphism (8) of chain
groups descends to cohomology for an appropriate choice of δ > 0. We will prove this by
establishing a bijection between the Floer trajectories for (L0, L02, L2) on strips of width
(1, 1) and those for (L0, L01, L12, L2) on strips of width (1, δ, 1) for sufficiently small width
δ > 0 of the middle strip. These Floer trajectories are pseudoholomorphic quilts associated
to the pictures in Figure 3. More precisely, we will consider the (zero dimensional, compact)
moduli spaces of Floer trajectories modulo R-translation and prove the following.
Theorem 2.2.2. Under the assumptions (a), (b) of Theorem 1.0.1 and for all sufficiently
small δ > 0, the moduli spaces M˜1δ(x−, x+) are regular and there is a bijection
Tδ : M10(x−, x+) := M˜10(x−, x+)/R −→ M˜1δ(x−, x+)/R =:M1δ(x−, x+).
8 Indeed, note that the unique continuation theorem [4, Thm.4.3] applies to the interior of each non-
constant strip ui : R × (0, 1) → Mi. It implies that the set of regular points, (s0, t0) ∈ R × (0, 1) with
∂sui(s0, t0) 6= 0 and u
−1
i (uj(R ∪ {±∞}), t0) = {(s0, t0)}, is open and dense. These points can be used to
prove surjectivity of the linearized operator for a universal moduli space of solutions with respect to split
almost complex structures (J0, J2). (The constant solutions are automatically transverse due to the previ-
ously ensured transversality of the intersection points.) Note that it suffices to work with almost complex
structures that are t-independent outside of [ 1
3
, 2
3
]. The existence of a comeagre set of regular (J0, J2) then
follows from the usual Sard-Smale argument as in [11].
9 Due to more technical folding, J0,δ , J2,δ are given by rescaling J0 to [0, 1− δ/2] and J2 to [δ/2, 1], and
extending them constantly by J0(1) and J2(0) respectively. The convergence holds since each Ji is smooth
and constant near t = 0, 1.
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Remark 2.2.3. In the situation of Theorem 1.0.1 except for assumption (c), the constructions
in this section provide naturally isomorphic chain groups CF (L0 × L1, L02) and CF (L0 ×
L12, L01 × L2) and well defined differentials ∂0 resp. ∂δ on them, defined from the moduli
spaces M10(x−, x+) and M1δ(x−, x+). As discussed in Section 2.1, due to obstructions from
disks of minimal Maslov index 2, both differentials square to a multiple of the identity,
see [12] and [29]. So we have ∂20 = w0Id and ∂
2
δ = wδId for any δ > 0 (as long as the
moduli spaces M1δ(x−, x+) are regular). Now Theorem 2.2.2 implies that for sufficiently
small δ > 0 and any x ∈ I (viewed as generator in both chain groups) we have w0〈x〉 =
∂20〈x〉 = ∂2δ 〈x〉 = wδ〈x〉, and hence w0 = wδ. (If I is empty then both theories are trivial.)
If wδ = 0 (e.g. by assumption (c)) or w0 = 0 for some other reason, then this proves that
both Floer cohomologies are well defined and (again by Theorem 2.2.2) are isomorphic.
For any value of w0 = wδ this proves that there exists a canonical isomorphism(
CF (L0 × L12, L01 × L2), ∂0
) ∼−→ (CF (L0 × L2, L01 ◦ L12), ∂δ)
in the derived category of factorizations of w0Id.
3. Bijection of moduli spaces under strip shrinking
In this section we prove Theorem 2.2.2. We start by describing the strategy of proof and
introducing the relevant notations. First we use the assumption that L01 ◦L12 is embedded
by π02. Consider a solution u = (u0, u2) ∈ M˜10(x−, x+), that is a pair u0 : R× [0, 1]→M0,
u2 : R× [0, 1]→M2 of index 1, with limits lims→±∞(u0, u2)(s, ·) = x±, and satisfying
∂J0u0 = 0, ∂J2u2 = 0,
u0|t=0 ∈ L0, (u0|t=1, u2|t=0) ∈ L02, u2|t=1 ∈ L2.
We can identify (u0, u2) with the map u02 : R × [0, 1] → M0 ×M2 given by u02(s, t) =
(u0(s, 1− t), u2(s, t)), which satisfies lims→±∞ u02(s, ·) = x± and
∂J02u02 = 0, u02|t=0 ∈ L02, u02|t=1 ∈ L0 × L2.
Here we denoted J02(s, t) := (−J0(s, 1− t), J2(s, t)). We will also denote J¯02 := J02|t=0 and
u¯02 := u02|t=0 : R→ L02. Finally, we will denote by (L01×L12)T ⊂M0×M2×M1×M1 the
obvious transposition of factors. Since π02 : L01 ×M1 L12 → L02 ⊂ M0 ×M2 is transversal
and embedded, there is a unique smooth map ℓ1 : L02 →M1 such that
(12) (x02, ℓ1(x02), ℓ1(x02)) ∈ (L01 × L12)T ∀x02 ∈ L02.
This provides the lift u¯1 := ℓ1 ◦ u¯02 : R → M1. We also denote by u¯ := (u¯02, u¯1, u¯1) the
extension R×[0, δ]→M0×M2×M1×M1 that is constant along [0, δ]. Given δ these choices
are unique, so we can identify u with the pair (u02, u¯). In the same spirit we find unique
points x±1 ∈ M1 such that (x±, x±1 ) ∈ (L0 × L12) ∩ (L01 × L2) ⊂ M0 ×M1 ×M2. In this
notation we have the limit lims→±∞ u¯1(s) = x
±
1 . Given u ∈ M˜10(x−, x+) as above and δ > 0
we wish to find a corresponding (v0, v1, v2) ∈ M˜1δ(x−, x+), that is a triple v0 : R × [0, 1] →
M0, v1 : R × [0, δ] → M1, v2 : R × [0, 1] → M2 with limits lims→±∞(v0, v2)(s, ·) = x±,
lims→±∞ v1(s, ·) = x±1 , and satisfying
∂J0,δv0 = 0, ∂J1v1 = 0, ∂J2,δv2 = 0,
v0(s, 0) ∈ L0, (v0(s, 1), v1(s, 0)) ∈ L01, (v1(s, δ), v2(s, 0)) ∈ L12, v2(s, 1) ∈ L2.
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Here J0,δ, J2,δ are given by linearly rescaling J0 to [0, 1−δ/2] and J2 to [δ/2, 1], and extending
them constantly by J0(1) and J2(0) respectively. This choice of almost complex structures
is more natural in the following reformulation of the δ-moduli spaces.
Let δ¯ := δ/(2 − δ) (or equivalently δ = 2δ¯/(1 + δ¯)). Instead of the triple strip we
consider a quadruple of maps v = (v02, v
′
02, v1, v
′
1) with v02 ∈ C∞(R × [0, 1],M0 × M2),
v′02 ∈ C∞(R×[0, δ¯],M0×M2), v1, v′1 ∈ C∞(R×[0, δ¯],M1) that have limits lims→±∞ v02(s, ·) =
lims→±∞ v
′
02(s, ·) = x±, lims→±∞ v1(s, ·) = lims→±∞ v1(s, ·) = x±1 , and satisfy
∂J02v02 = 0, ∂−J¯02v
′
02 = 0, ∂−J1v
′
1 = 0, ∂J1v1 = 0,
(v′02, v02)|t=0 ∈M0 ×M2, (v′1, v1)|t=0 ∈ ∆M1 ,(13)
(v′02, v
′
1, v1)|t=δ¯ ∈ (L01 × L12)T , v02|t=1 ∈ L0 × L2.
For notational convenience we will also group these quadruples of maps as v = (v02, vˆ)
with vˆ = (v′02, v1, v
′
1). Then we can abbreviate J = (J02, Jˆ) with Jˆ := (−J¯02,−J1, J1), and
reformulate (13) as
∂Jv :=
(
∂J02v02 , ∂ Jˆ vˆ
)
= 0,
(v02, vˆ)|t=0 ∈ ∆M0×M2 ×∆M1 , vˆt=δ¯ ∈ (L01 × L12)T , v02|t=1 ∈ L0 × L2.
We denote the moduli space of such solutions v = (v02, vˆ) by M̂1δ¯(x−, x+). It is in one-to-
one correspondence to M˜1δ(x−, x+) as follows: Given v = (v02, v′02, v′1, v1) ∈ M̂1δ¯(x−, x+) we
obtain v¯ = (v0, v1, v2) ∈ M˜1δ(x−, x+) from(
v0(s, 1− t), v2(s, t)
)
=
{
v′02((1 + δ¯)s, δ¯ − (1 + δ¯)t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 12δ,
v02((1 + δ¯)s, (1 + δ¯)t− δ¯) for 12δ ≤ t ≤ 1,
v1(s, t) =
{
v′1((1 + δ¯)s, δ¯ − (1 + δ¯)t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 12δ,
v1((1 + δ¯)s, (1 + δ¯)t− δ¯) for 12δ ≤ t ≤ δ.
The two different formulations for double and triple strips each are indicated in Figure 4.
The bijection Tδ to the moduli space M10(x−, x+) can then be established via a bijection
v′02 v02
L0
L2
u02u¯02
u¯1
L0
L2
u¯1
M̂δ :
v′1
v1
L12
L01
∆0
∆1
∆2
∆0
L01
∆1
L12
∆2
u2 v0 v2
L0 L0L02 L2 L12 L2L01
u0
M˜δ :
v1
M˜0 :
Figure 4. Double and triple strips
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(14) Tδ¯ :M10(x−, x+)→M1δ¯(x−, x+) := M̂1δ¯(x−, x+)/R.
This map will be constructed by the implicit function theorem 3.1.1. We prove injectivity
in corollary 3.1.6, and the surjectivity will follow from the compactness theorem 3.3.1.
3.1. Implicit function theorem. The purpose of this section is to construct the map
Tδ :M10(x−, x+)→M1δ(x−, x+) of Theorem 2.2.2. We will do this by constructing the map
(14), with δ¯ replaced by δ, from the following implicit function theorem.
Theorem 3.1.1. There exist constants C0, ǫ > 0, and δ0 > 0 such that the following holds
for every δ ∈ (0, δ0]. For every u ∈ M˜10(x−, x+) there exists a unique vu ∈ M̂1δ(x−, x+)
such that vu = eu(ξ) with ξ ∈ Γ1,δ(ǫ) ∩K0. The solution moreover satisfies
(15) ‖ξ‖H21,δ ≤ C0δ
1
4 .
Here eu(ξ) := (v02, v
′
02, v
′
1, v1) is given in terms of u = (u02, u¯) and ξ = (ξ02, ξˆ) with
ξ02 ∈ Γ(u∗02T (M0 ×M2)) and ξˆ = (ξ′02, ξ′1, ξ1) ∈ Γ(u¯∗T (M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1)). The precise
definitions of the exponential map eu, the ǫ-ball Γ1,δ(ǫ), the H
2
1,δ-norm, and the local slice
K0 of the R-shift symmetry will be given in the process of the proof.
To prove the theorem we fix a solution u ∈ M˜10(x−, x+), and in the following will allow
all constants to depend on u up to translation in R. (Since M10(x−, x+) is finite we can
then easily find uniform constants C0 and δ0 > 0.) We will then roughly solve ∂Jeu(ξ) = 0
for sections ξ = (ξ02, ξˆ), ξˆ = (ξ
′
02, ξ
′
1, ξ1) satisfying the boundary conditions
(ξ′02, ξ02)|t=0 ∈ T(u¯02,u¯02)∆M0×M2 , (ξ′1, ξ1)|t=0 ∈ T(u¯1,u¯1)∆1,(16)
ξˆ|t=δ = (ξ′02, ξ′1, ξ1)|t=δ ∈ Tu¯(L01 × L12)T , ξ02|t=1 ∈ Tu02(L0 × L2).
The exponential map eu(ξ) will then be constructed such that the nonlinear Lagrangian
boundary conditions are satisfied automatically. The index of the new solution vu will
coincide with that of the given solution u due to Lemma 2.1.3. Here we identified vu with
a solution v¯u ∈ M˜1δ˜(x−, x+), δ˜ = 2δ/(1 + δ). Then the homotopy between vu = eu(ξ) and
(u02, u¯) induces a homotopy v¯u ∼= (u0, u¯1, u2).
To set up the implicit function theorem we introduce the space ofHk-sections over (u02, u¯)
for k ∈ N0,
Hk1,δ :=
(η02, η′02, η′1, η1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
η02 ∈ Hk(R× [0, 1], u∗02T (M0 ×M2)),
η′02 ∈ Hk(R× [0, δ], u¯∗02T (M0 ×M2)),
η′1, η1 ∈ Hk(R× [0, δ], u¯∗1TM1)
 .
We also write these sections as η = (η02, ηˆ) ∈ Hk1,δ, where the subscripts indicate the width
of the domains of η02 and ηˆ = (η
′
02, η
′
1, η1) ∈ Hk(R× [0, δ], u¯∗T (M0×M2×M1×M1)). The
corresponding Hk-norm on this space is∥∥(η02, η′02, η′1, η1)∥∥2Hk1,δ := ‖η02∥∥2Hk(R×[0,1]) + ‖ηˆ∥∥2Hk(R×[0,δ])
= ‖η02
∥∥2
Hk(R×[0,1])
+ ‖η′02
∥∥2
Hk(R×[0,δ])
+ ‖η′1
∥∥2
Hk(R×[0,δ])
+ ‖η1
∥∥2
Hk(R×[0,δ])
.
We denote the space of H2-sections satisfying the boundary conditions by
Γ1,δ :=
{
ξ ∈ H21,δ
∣∣ (16)}
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and equip this space with the norm∥∥ξ∥∥
Γ1,δ
:= ‖ξ
∥∥
H21,δ
+ ‖∇ξ
∥∥
L41,δ
,
where we added the L4-norm ‖∇(ξ02, ξˆ)‖L41,δ :=
(‖∇ξ02‖4L4(R×[0,1]) + ‖∇ξˆ‖4L4(R×[0,δ]))1/4 on
the multi-strip. We denote the ǫ-ball in Γ1,δ by
Γ1,δ(ǫ) :=
{
ξ ∈ H21,δ
∣∣ ‖ξ‖Γ1,δ < ǫ, (16)}.
We equip the target space Ω1,δ := H
1
1,δ with the norm
‖η‖Ω1,δ := ‖η‖H11,δ + ‖η‖L41,δ .
The reason for adding the L4-norms in domain and target is that we do not have uniform
Sobolev embeddings on the strips of varying width. Instead, we build the necessary Sobolev
multiplication properties into the norms. The definitions of all these norms also involves a
choice of metric on each manifold M0,M1,M2. Different choices yield equivalent norms.
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Next, we make some preparations for defining an exponential map that is compatible
with the boundary conditions (16).
Lemma 3.1.2. (Existence of compatible quadratic corrections) There exists ǫ0 > 0 and
smooth families of maps (defined on the ǫ0-balls)
Qs : Tu¯(s)
(
M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1
) ⊃ Bǫ0 → Tu¯(s)(M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1), ∀s ∈ R,
Q02s,t : Tu02(s,t)(M0 ×M2) ⊃ B02ǫ0 → Tu02(s,t)(M0 ×M2) ∀(s, t) ∈ R× [0, 1],
that are a diffeomorphism onto their image and have the following properties:
(Quadratic): Qs(0) = 0, dQs(0) ≡ 0, Q02s,t(0) = 0, and dQ02s,t(0) ≡ 0 for all (s, t) ∈
R×[0, 1]. In particular, there is a constant CQ such that for all ξˆ ∈ Bǫ0 and ξ02 ∈ B02ǫ0
(17) |Qs(ξˆ)| ≤ CQ|ξˆ|2, |Q02s,t(ξ02)| ≤ CQ|ξ02|2.
(Linearizing L01 × L12): expu¯(s) ◦ (1 + Qs) maps Tu¯(s)(L01 × L12)T ∩ Bǫ0 to (L01 ×
L12)
T .
(Linearizing M0 ×M2 ×∆1): expu¯(s) ◦ (1 + Qs) maps Tu¯(s)(M0 ×M2 × ∆1) ∩ Bǫ0
to M0 ×M2 ×∆1.
(Linearizing L02): expu02(s,1) ◦ (1 +Q02s,1) maps Tu02(s,1)L02 ∩B02ǫ0 to L02.
(Compatible): Restricting Qs to Tu¯(M0 ×M2 ×∆1) and composing it with the pro-
jection Pr02 : T(u¯02,u¯1,u¯1)(M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1)→ Tu¯02(M0 ×M2) yields a map that
is independent of the T(u¯1,u¯1)∆1-component. The resulting family
Q02s : Tu¯02(s)(M0 ×M2) ⊃ B02ǫ0 → Tu¯02(s)(M0 ×M2)
coincides with Q02s,0.
Proof. We fix s ∈ R and restrict the exponential map expu¯(s) to a geodesic ball around
0. The subsequent constructions will depend smoothly on s ∈ R, which we drop from
now on. By assumption the submanifold L0211 := exp−1u¯ (L01 × L12)T in the vector space
X := Tu¯(M0×M2×M1×M1) is transverse to the subspace ∆ := Tu¯(M0×M2×∆1). Their
intersection Lˆ02 := L0211 ∩ ∆ is diffeomorphic to the submanifold L02 := exp−1u¯02(L02) ⊂
10 This remains true if some Mi are noncompact, since the images of u02, u¯ are contained in compact
sets.
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Tu¯02(M0 ×M2) by a map (m0,m2) 7→ (m0,m2,m1,m1) with uniquely determined m1 =
m1(m0,m2). So we have a direct sum decomposition
∆ = Tu¯02(M0 ×M2)× T(u¯1,u¯1)∆1 = T0Lˆ02 ⊕
(
(T0L02)⊥ × {0}
) ⊕ ({0} × T(u¯1,u¯1)∆1).
As a submanifold we can now write Lˆ02 ⊂ ∆ as the graph of a map ψ over a sufficiently
small ǫ-ball,
ψ = ψ⊥02 × ψ11 : T0Lˆ02 ⊃ Bǫ →
(
T0L02
)⊥ × T(u¯1,u¯1)∆1
with ψ(0) = 0 and dψ(0) ≡ 0. We moreover pick a complement C of T0Lˆ02 ⊂ T0L0211,
T0L0211 = C ⊕ T0Lˆ02,
then the transversality X = T0L0211 +∆ implies the splitting
(18) X = C ⊕ T0Lˆ02 ⊕
(
T0L02
)⊥ × {0} ⊕ {0} × T(u¯1,u¯1)∆1.
We write X ∋ x = xC + x02 + (x⊥02, 0) + (0, x11) in this splitting and define a map Ψ : X ⊃
Bǫ → X by
Ψ(x) := x+ (ψ⊥02(x02), 0) + (0, ψ11(x02))
= xC + x02 + (x
⊥
02 + ψ
⊥
02(x02), 0) + (0, x11 + ψ11(x02)).
This map linearizes the intersection, Ψ(T0Lˆ02) = Lˆ02, and we have Ψ(0) = 0 and dΨ(0) =
Lˆ02
L0211
∆
T0L02ψ
Figure 5. Construction of quadratic corrections: Writing Lˆ02 as graph
Id. In order to linearize the entire Lagrangian L0211 we remark that T0
(
Ψ−1(L0211)
)
=
dΨ(0)−1T0L0211 = T0L0211. So we can write Ψ−1(L0211) as graph of a map
φ = φ⊥02 × φ11 : T0L0211 ⊃ Bǫ →
(
Tu¯02L02
)⊥ × T(u¯1,u¯1)∆1
with φ(0) = 0, dφ(0) ≡ 0, and by the previous construction φ|T0Lˆ02 ≡ 0.
Finally we define the entire linearization Φ : X ⊃ Bǫ → X by
Φ(x) := Ψ
(
x+ (φ⊥02(xC + x02), 0) + (0, φ11(xC + x02))
)
for x = xC + x02 + (x
⊥
02, 0) + (0, x11) in the splitting (18). Now Qs := Φ − Id is quadratic
and linearized (L01 × L12)T by construction. Explicitly, we have
(19) Qs(x) =
(
ψ⊥02(x02) + φ
⊥
02(xC + x02), ψ11(x02) + φ11(xC + x02)
)
.
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∆
T0Ψ−1(Lˆ02)=Ψ−1(Lˆ02)
Ψ−1L0112
T0Ψ
−1L0112
Figure 6. Linearizing L0112 compatibly with Lˆ02
The construction moreover ensures that Qs linearizes M0 ×M2 × ∆1, that is Φ(∆) ⊂ ∆,
since x ∈ ∆ = {xC = 0} is mapped to Φ(x) = x+
(
ψ⊥02(x02), ψ11(x02)
) ∈ ∆.
To construct Q02s compatible with Qs note that for x = (m0,m2,m1,m1) ∈ Tu¯(M0 ×
M2 ×∆1) ⊂ X we have a splitting
x = (m0,m2, 0, 0) + (0, 0,m1,m1) = xC + x02 + (x
⊥
02, 0) + (0, x11 + (m1,m1)),
where xC , x02, x
⊥
02, x11 only depend on (m0,m2). With this we can see in (19) that in-
deed Qs(m0,m2,m1,m1) is independent of m1. We then simply define Q
02
s,0(m0,m2) :=
Pr02Qs(m0,m2, 0, 0). Moreover, a graph construction as above provides a map Q
02
s,1 :
Tu02(s,1)(M0 × M2) ⊃ B02ǫ → Tu02(s,1)(M0 × M2) that is quadratic and linearizes L02.
Now the two families Q02s,0 and Q
02
s,1 can easily be interpolated by the smooth family
Q02s,t := (1− t)Q02s,0 + tQ02s,1 of quadratic maps. 
With these quadratic corrections we can now define the exponential map eu by eu(ξ) :=
(eu02(ξ02), eu¯(ξˆ)) for ξ = (ξ02, ξˆ) ∈ Γ1,δ(ǫ), where
eu02(ξ02) := expu02 ◦ (1 +Q02)(ξ02), eu¯(ξˆ) := expu¯ ◦ (1 +Q)(ξˆ).(20)
Note that we have the usual properties of an exponential map,
eu(0) = (u02, u¯), deu(0) = Id.
To define eu on Γ1,δ(ǫ) the ǫ > 0 should be chosen such that ‖ξ02‖C0 and ‖ξˆ‖C0 are sufficiently
small for the quadratic corrections in Lemma 3.1.2 to be defined.11 Lemma 3.1.4 below
ensures that we can pick a uniform ǫ > 0 for all δ > 0. Now solutions vu ∈ M̂1δ(x−, x+) in
a neighborhood of u correspond to zeroes of the map Fu : Γ1,δ(ǫ)→ Ω1,δ given by
Fu(ξ) :=
(
Φu02(ξ02)
−1(∂J02eu02(ξ02)) , Φu¯(ξˆ)
−1(∂ Jˆeu¯(ξˆ))
)
.
Here Φu(ξ) denotes the parallel transport TuM → Teu(ξ)M along the path τ 7→ eu(τξ).
For Φu02 this parallel transport on T (M0×M2) can simply use the Levi-Civita connection.
11 If someMi are noncompact, in particular the interior of a compact manifold with boundary and corners
as in [19], then the choice of ǫ > 0 also ensures that the exponential map at u02 resp. u¯ is well defined. This
is always possible with a uniform ǫ > 0 since the images of u02 and u¯ are contained in compact subsets.
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In the definition of Φu¯ we however use a Hermitian connection ∇˜ on the tangent bundle
T (M0×M2×M1×M1) that leaves Jˆ invariant. This can be done by the same construction
as in [11, Proposition 3.1.1], which brings the linearized operator into simple form.
Next, we introduce projections related to the various Lagrangians:
π⊥0211 ∈ Aut
(C∞(R, u¯∗T (M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1))),
π02 , π
⊥
02 ∈ Aut
(C∞(R, u¯∗02T (M0 ×M2)))
are linear operators, given by pointwise orthogonal projection onto the subspaces (T (L01×
L12)
T )⊥ ⊂ T (M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1) resp. TL02, (TL02)⊥ ⊂ T (M0 ×M2). The following
lemma contains the estimates resulting from the transversality assumption.
Lemma 3.1.3. (Quantitative transversality) There exists a constant C such that the fol-
lowing holds.
(a) For every xˆ = (x0, x2, x
′
1, x1) ∈M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1
d((x0, x2), L02) ≤ C
(
d(xˆ, (L01 × L12)T ) + d(x′1, x1)
)
.
(b) For every s ∈ R and ξˆ = (ξ′02, ξ′1, ξ1) ∈ Tu¯(s)(M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1)
|ξˆ| ≤ C(|π02ξ′02|+ ∣∣ξ′1 − ξ1∣∣+ ∣∣π⊥0211ξˆ∣∣),
|π⊥02ξ′02| ≤ C
(|π⊥0211ξˆ|+ |ξ′1 − ξ1|).
(c) For every ξˆ ∈ C∞(R, u¯∗T (M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1))
‖ξˆ‖H1(R) ≤ C
(‖π02ξ′02‖H1(R) + ‖ξ′1 − ξ1‖H1(R) + ‖π⊥0211ξˆ‖H1(R)),
and the same holds with H1 replaced by C1 or Lp for any p ≥ 1. Moreover,
‖π⊥02ξ′02‖L2(R) ≤ C
(‖π⊥0211ξˆ‖L2(R) + ‖ξ′1 − ξ1‖L2(R)),
‖π⊥02ξ′02‖H1(R) ≤ C
(‖π⊥0211ξˆ‖H1(R) + ‖ξ′1 − ξ1‖H1(R) + ∥∥|∂su¯| · |ξˆ|∥∥L2(R)).
Proof. We fix metrics on each Mj and use the induced split metrics on both M0 × M2
and M0 × M2 × M1 × M1. Towards (a) note that we evidently have d((x0, x2), L02) ≤
d((x0, x2, x
′
1, x1), Lˆ02) for Lˆ02 := (L01 ×L12)T ∩M0 ×M2×∆1. Moreover, we can estimate
with some constant C
d(xˆ, Lˆ02) ≤ C
(
d(xˆ, (L01 × L12)T ) + d(xˆ,M0 ×M2 ×∆1)
)
,
since the Lagrangian (L01 × L12)T intersects M0 ×M2 ×∆1 transversally. (In more detail
this follows from the linear theory below; if xˆ does not lie in an exponential neighbourhood
of Lˆ02, then both sides of the inequality are bounded away from zero, hence the quotient
attains a positive minimum on the complement of the exponential neighbourhood.12) This
proves (a) since d(xˆ,M0×M2×∆1) is bounded by d(x′1, x1). To approach (b) note moreover
that Lˆ02 injects to L02 ⊂ M0 ×M2. So at every point of Lˆ02 we have a decomposition
12 This remains true when some of the Mi are noncompact. Indeed, we only need to consider the case of
d((xν0 , x
ν
2), L02)→∞ and simply note that L02 as well as the projection pr02(Lˆ02) ⊂M0 ×M2 are compact
subsets. Hence we can bound d((xν0 , x
ν
2), L02) ≤ d((x
ν
0 , x
ν
2),pr02(Lˆ02)) +D ≤ d(xˆ
ν , (L01 × L12)
T ) +D with
a finite constant D = d(L02,pr02(Lˆ02)) and obtain
d(xˆν ,(L01×L12)
T )
d((xν
0
,xν
2
),L02)
≥ 1− D
d((xν
0
,xν
2
),L02)
→ 1.
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T (M0 × M2 × M1 × M1) = T Lˆ02 ⊕ (T Lˆ02)⊥, where we can change the first factor to
TL02 × {0}. On the other hand, the transverse intersection implies
(21) (T Lˆ02)
⊥ =
({0} × (T∆1)⊥)⊕ T (L01 × L12)⊥,
so we obtain a splitting
(22) T (M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1) =
(
TL02 × {0}
) ⊕ ({0} × (T∆1)⊥)⊕ T (L01 × L12)⊥.
This means that the product of the three orthogonal projections onto the factors defines an
isomorphism. The norm of this isomorphism is bounded at each u¯(s) ∈ Lˆ02, so for every
ξˆ = (ξ′02, ξ
′
1, ξ1) ∈ Tu¯(s)(M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1) we have
|ξˆ| ≤ C(|π02ξ′02|+ ∣∣ξ′1 − ξ1∣∣+ ∣∣π⊥0211ξˆ∣∣)
with a uniform constant C as claimed in (b). (Here the projection onto (T∆1)
⊥ is given by
(ξ′02, ξ
′
1, ξ1) 7→ 12(ξ′1 − ξ1, ξ1 − ξ′1).) Moreover, the splitting (22) commutes with
T (M0 ×M2) = TL02 ⊕ (TL02)⊥
via the canonical projection on the left hand side, and on the right hand side the identity on
TL02 combined with a bounded map
({0} × (T∆1)⊥)⊕ T (L01×L12)⊥ → TL02⊕ (TL02)⊥.
This implies that
|π⊥02ξ′02| ≤ C
(|π⊥0211ξˆ|+ |ξ′1 − ξ1|)
with another uniform constant C. This proves (b). For ξˆ ∈ C∞(R, u¯∗T (M0×M2×M1×M1))
we can then apply the pointwise estimates to ξˆ(s) and integrate over s ∈ R to obtain for
any p ≥ 1 including p =∞
‖ξˆ‖Lp(R) ≤ C
(‖π02ξ′02‖Lp(R) + ‖ξ′1 − ξ1‖Lp(R) + ‖π⊥0211ξˆ‖Lp(R)),(23)
‖π⊥02ξ′02‖Lp(R) ≤ C
(‖π⊥0211ξˆ‖Lp(R) + ‖ξ′1 − ξ1‖Lp(R)).
In order to prove the H1- and C1-estimates we also apply the pointwise estimates to ∇sξˆ(s),
|∇sξˆ| ≤ C
(|π02(∇sξ′02)|+ ∣∣∇sξ′1 −∇sξ1∣∣+ ∣∣π⊥0211(∇sξˆ)∣∣),
|π⊥02(∇sξ′02)| ≤ C
(|π⊥0211(∇sξˆ)|+ |∇sξ′1 −∇sξ1|).
Here we will need the inequalities
|π02(∇sξ′02)| ≤ C
(|∇s(π02(ξ′02))|+ |ξˆ|),
|π⊥0211(∇sξˆ)| ≤ C
(|∇s(π⊥0211(ξˆ))|+ |∂su¯| · |ξˆ|),
|∇s(π⊥02(ξ′02))| ≤ C
(|π⊥02(∇sξ′02)|+ |∂su¯| · |ξˆ|).
The first inequality (and similarly the others) can be seen by writing ξ′02 in a local orthonor-
mal frame given by (γi(s))i=1,...,k ∈ u¯02(s)∗TL02 and (ηi(s))i=1,...,K ∈ u¯02(s)∗(TL02)⊥. Writ-
ing ξˆ =
∑
λiγi +
∑
µiηi we have∣∣π02(∇sξ′02)−∇s(π02(ξ′02))∣∣ = ∣∣∣∑λi(π02(∇sγi)−∇sγi)+∑µiπ02∇s(ηi)∣∣∣
≤ C|∂su¯02| · |ξ′02|.
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Note here that ∇sγi = ∇∂su¯02γi and ∇sηi = ∇∂su¯02ηi are uniformly bounded. Putting
things together we obtain the first estimate in (c) with an extra ‖ξˆ‖L2(R) or ‖ξˆ‖C0(R) on the
right hand side, for which we can use (23). For the last estimate in (c) we obtain
‖∇s(π⊥02ξ′02)‖L2(R) ≤ C
(‖∇s(π⊥0211ξˆ)‖L2(R) + ‖∇sξ′1 −∇sξ1‖L2(R) + ∥∥|∂su¯| · |ξˆ|∥∥L2(R)).
This finishes the proof of (c). 
The following lemma contains a Sobolev estimate with a constant independent of the
width δ of the middle strip; here the transversality assumption is used in a crucial way.
Lemma 3.1.4. (Uniform Sobolev Estimate) There is a constant CS such that for all δ ∈
(0, 1] and ξ = (ξ02, ξˆ) ∈ H21,δ
‖ξ02‖C0([0,1],H1(R)) + ‖ξˆ‖C0([0,δ],H1(R))
≤ CS
(‖ξ‖H21,δ + ‖(ξ02 − ξ′02)|t=0‖H1(R) + ‖(ξ1 − ξ′1)|t=0‖H1(R) + ‖π⊥0211ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R)).
In particular, for all p > 2 including p = ∞ and for ξ ∈ Γ1,δ satisfying the boundary
conditions (16),
‖ξ02‖Lp(R×[0,1]) + ‖ξˆ‖Lp(R×[0,δ]) ≤ CS‖ξ‖H21,δ .
Proof. The C0- and Lp-estimates will follow from the continuous embeddings H1(R) →֒
C0(R) and H1(R) →֒ Lp(R) for p ≥ 2. So it suffices to suppose by contradiction that there
are sequences δν > 0 and ξν ∈ H21,δν with ‖ξν02‖C0([0,1],H1(R)) + ‖ξˆν‖C0([0,δν ],H1(R)) = 1 but
‖ξν‖H21,δν + ‖(ξ
ν
02− ξ′ν02)|t=0‖H1(R)+ ‖(ξν1 − ξ′ν1 )|t=0‖H1(R)+ ‖π⊥0211ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R) → 0. By the
standard Sobolev embedding
H2([0, 1] ×R) ⊂ H1([0, 1],X) →֒ C0([0, 1],X) with X = H1(R)
this implies ‖ξν02‖C0([0,1],H1(R)) → 0, and so
(24) ‖ξ′ν02|t=0‖H1(R) ≤ ‖ξν02|t=0‖H1(R) + ‖(ξν02 − ξ′ν02)|t=0‖H1(R) → 0.
We can moreover integrate for all t0 ∈ [0, δν ] to obtain
(25) ‖ξˆν |t=t0 − ξˆν |t=δν‖2H1(R) ≤ δν
∫ δν
0
‖∇tξˆν‖2H1(R) ≤ δν‖ξˆν‖2H2(R×[0,δν ]) → 0.
Using Lemma 3.1.3 we then obtain
‖ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R)
≤ C(‖π02ξ′ν02|t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖(ξν1 − ξ′ν1 )|t=δν ‖H1(R) + ‖π⊥0211ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R))
≤ C(‖π02(ξ′ν02|t=δν − ξ′ν02|t=0)‖H1(R) + ‖π02(ξ′ν02)|t=0‖H1(R)
+ ‖(ξν1 − ξ′ν1 )|t=0‖H1(R) + 2‖ξˆν |t=δν − ξˆν |t=0‖H1(R) + ‖π⊥0211ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R)
)
→ 0
with uniform constants C,C ′ by (16), (24), (25), and a bound on the operator norm of π02.
Now combining ‖ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R) → 0 with (25) proves ‖ξˆν‖C0([0,δν ],H1(R)) → 0 in contradiction
to the assumption and the previously established fact that ‖ξν02‖C0([0,1],H1(R)) → 0. 
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The solution u of the 0-equation corresponds to ξ = 0, which is an almost zero of Fu.
This and a quadratic estimate for dFu near 0 is the content of the next lemma. For later
purposes we also compare dFu(ξ) with the linearized operator Deu(ξ) of ∂J = (∂J02 , ∂ Jˆ) at
eu(ξ). To state the comparison we will need the pointwise linear operator
Eu(ξ)η :=
d
dτ eu(ξ + τη)|τ=0.
It satisfies Eu(0) = Id, and since eu maps Γ1,δ to the space of maps satisfying the bound-
ary conditions in (13), the linearization Eu(ξ) maps Γ1,δ to the space of sections ζ ∈
Γ(v∗02TM02)× Γ(vˆ∗TM0211) over v = (v02, vˆ) := eu(ξ), that satisfy the linearized boundary
conditions
(ζ02, ζ)|t=0 ∈ Tv(∆M0×M2 ×∆M1), ζˆ|t=δ ∈ Tvˆ(L01 × L12), ζ02|t=1 ∈ Tv02(L0 × L2).
The linearized operator Dv acts on this space of sections and is given by
Dvζ = ∇˜τ∂Jev(τζ)|τ=0,
with the connection ∇˜ introduced on page 17. In this notation we have Deu(0) = dFu(0).
Lemma 3.1.5. (Uniform quadratic and error estimates) There are uniform constants ǫ > 0
and C1, C2, C3 such that for all δ ∈ (0, 1] and ξ ∈ Γ1,δ(ǫ), η ∈ Γ1,δ
‖Fu(0)‖Ω1,δ ≤ C1δ
1
4 ,
‖dFu(ξ)η − dFu(0)η‖Ω1,δ ≤ C2‖ξ‖Γ1,δ‖η‖Γ1,δ ,
‖dFu(ξ)η − Φu(ξ)−1Deu(ξ)Eu(ξ)η‖Ω1,δ ≤ C3‖ξ‖Γ1,δ‖η‖Γ1,δ .
Proof. To estimate Fu(0) we recall that u02 is pseudoholomorphic and u¯ is constant in t, so
‖Fu(0)‖Ω1,δ = ‖(0, ∂su¯)‖H11,δ + ‖(0, ∂su¯)‖L41,δ
≤ δ 12 (‖∂su02|t=0‖H1(R) + 2‖∂su¯1‖H1(R))+ δ 14 (‖∂su02|t=0‖L4(R) + 2‖∂su¯1‖L4(R))
≤ C1δ
1
4 .
Here ∂su02 → 0 converges exponentially as s→ ±∞, and so does ∂su¯1 = dℓ1(∂su¯02), where
ℓ1 from (12) has bounded differential. This shows that the above constant C1 is indeed finite.
For the third estimate we differentiate as in [11, p.68] the identity Φu(ξ + τη)Fu(ξ + τη) =
∂J(eu(ξ + τη)) to obtain
(26) Φu(ξ)dFu(ξ)η −Deu(ξ)Eu(ξ)η = −Ψu(ξ, η,Fu(ξ)),
where the estimate for the right hand side
Ψu(ξ, η, ζ) := ∇˜τ (Φu(ξ + τη)ζ)|τ=0
is part of the estimates below. The first component of Fu is independent of δ, so the
quadratic estimates for it simply follow from the continuous differentiability of Fu. For the
second component we follow the argument in [11, Prop.3.5.3.] to obtain a uniform constant
for all δ ∈ (0, 1]. We need to consider
Fu¯(ξˆ) := Φu¯(ξˆ)−1(∂ Jˆeu¯(ξˆ)),
where eu¯(ξˆ) = expu¯(ξˆ +Q(ξˆ)) is the exponential map with quadratic correction defined in
(20). Note that our parallel transport Φu¯(ξˆ) is defined with respect to the path τ 7→ eu¯(τ ξˆ)
and the Hermitian connection ∇˜ on T (M0 ×M2 ×M1×M1) that leaves Jˆ invariant. Since
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eu¯(0) = u¯ and deu¯(0) = Id, the same path can be used in the definition of ∇ξˆ instead of the
geodesic. Now let ξ, η ∈ Γ1,δ with ‖ξ‖H21,δ ≤ ǫ. Then by Lemma 3.1.4
‖ξˆ‖C0 ≤ CS‖ξ‖H21,δ ≤ CSǫ =: c0, ‖ηˆ‖C0 ≤ CS‖η‖H21,δ
with a uniform constant CS thus a uniform constant c0 that only depends on ǫ. In the
following, all constants will be uniform in the sense that they only depend on c0 and hence
ǫ. Next, we consider
Eu¯(ξˆ)ηˆ :=
d
dτ eu¯(ξˆ + τ ηˆ)|τ=0, Ψu¯(ξˆ, ηˆ, ζ) := ∇˜τ (Φu¯(ξˆ + τ ηˆ)ζ)|τ=0.
Note that Eu¯(0) = Id and that Ψ(0, ηˆ, ζ) = 0 since the covariant derivative exactly uses the
parallel transport Φu¯(τ ηˆ). Moreover, these maps are linear in ηˆ and ζ, and they depend
smoothly on ξˆ. So given ǫ and thus |ξˆ| ≤ c0 we have linear bounds
|Eu¯(ξˆ)| ≤ c1, |∇(Eu¯(ξˆ))| ≤ c1
(|∇ξˆ|+ |du¯||ξˆ|), |Ψu¯(ξˆ, ηˆ, ζ)| ≤ c1|ξˆ||ηˆ||ζ|
with a uniform constant c1. With these preparations we calculate from (26), using the
notation of [11, Prop.3.5.3.],
Φu¯(ξˆ)
(
dFu¯(ξˆ)ηˆ − dFu¯(0)ηˆ
)
= −Ψu¯(ξˆ, ηˆ,Fu¯(ξˆ)) +
(∇(Eu¯(ξˆ))ηˆ)0,1 + ((Eu¯(ξˆ)− Φu¯(ξˆ))∇ηˆ)0,1
− 12 Jˆ(eu¯(ξˆ))
((
(∇(Eu¯(ξˆ)ηˆ−Φu¯(ξˆ)ηˆ)Jˆ)(eu¯(ξˆ))
)
Φu¯(ξˆ)du¯
)0,1
− 12 Jˆ(eu¯(ξˆ))
((
(∇Φu¯(ξˆ)ηˆJˆ)(eu¯(ξˆ))− Φu¯(ξˆ)(∇ηˆ Jˆ)(u¯)Φu¯(ξˆ)−1
)
Φu¯(ξˆ)du¯
)0,1
− 12 Jˆ(eu¯(ξˆ))
(
(∇Eu¯(ξˆ)ηˆJˆ)(eu¯(ξˆ))(d(eu¯(ξˆ))− Φu¯(ξˆ)du¯)
)0,1
.
We then use the uniform bounds13 on ‖Jˆ‖∞, ‖∇Jˆ‖∞, ‖Φu¯(ξˆ)−1‖, |du¯|, |ξˆ|, and the estimates
|Fu¯(ξˆ)| ≤ C|d(eu¯(ξˆ))| ≤ c2
(|∇ξˆ|+ |du¯|), |d(eu¯(ξˆ))− Φu¯(ξˆ)du¯| ≤ c2(|∇ξˆ|+ |du¯||ξˆ|),∣∣Eu¯(ξˆ)− Φu¯(ξˆ)∣∣ ≤ c2|ξˆ|, ∣∣(∇Φu¯(ξˆ)ηˆJˆ)(eu¯(ξˆ))− Φu¯(ξˆ)(∇ηˆ Jˆ)(u¯)Φu¯(ξˆ)−1∣∣ ≤ c2|ξˆ||ηˆ|
with a uniform constant c2 to obtain with a further uniform constant c3∣∣dFu¯(ξˆ)ηˆ − dFu¯(0)ηˆ∣∣ ≤ c3(|ξˆ||ηˆ|+ |ηˆ||∇ξˆ|+ |ξˆ||∇ηˆ|).
So far these pointwise estimates were standard calculations. Now we have to check that
they actually lead to uniform bounds in the δ-dependent norms. The zeroth order part of
the Ω1,δ-norm over R× [0, δ] can be estimated with the help of Lemma 3.1.4 by∥∥dFu¯(ξˆ)ηˆ − dFu¯(0)ηˆ∥∥L2 ≤ c3(‖ξˆ‖L4‖ηˆ‖L4 + ‖ηˆ‖C0‖∇ξˆ‖L2 + ‖ξˆ‖C0‖∇ηˆ‖L2)
≤ c3(C2S + 2CS)‖ξ‖H21,δ‖η‖H21,δ ,∥∥dFu¯(ξˆ)ηˆ − dFu¯(0)ηˆ∥∥L4 ≤ c3(‖ξˆ‖L8‖ηˆ‖L8 + ‖ηˆ‖C0‖∇ξˆ‖L4 + ‖ξˆ‖C0‖∇ηˆ‖L4)
≤ c3(C2S + 2CS)
(‖ξ‖H21,δ + ‖ξ‖L41,δ)(‖η‖H21,δ + ‖∇η‖L41,δ).
13 For noncompact Mi we here need Jˆ ,∇Jˆ bounded only in a compact neighbourhood of the image of u¯.
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For the first order part of the Ω1,δ-norm one differentiates the above identity and uses
further bounds on ‖∇2Jˆ‖∞ and |∇du¯| to find a pointwise bound∣∣∇(dFu¯(ξˆ)ηˆ − dFu¯(0)ηˆ)∣∣ ≤ c4(|ξˆ|+ |∇ξˆ|)(|ηˆ|+ |∇ηˆ|)
+ c4
(|∇2ξˆ||ηˆ|+ |∇ξˆ|2|ηˆ|+ |∇ξˆ||∇ηˆ|+ |ξˆ||∇2ηˆ|).
Then we again use Lemma 3.1.4 and ‖∇ξˆ‖L2 ≤ ǫ to obtain with a final uniform constant c5∥∥∇(dFu¯(ξˆ)ηˆ − dFu¯(0)ηˆ)∥∥L2
≤ c4
(‖ξˆ‖L4 + ‖∇ξˆ‖L4)(‖ηˆ‖L4 + ‖∇ηˆ‖L4)
+ c4
(‖∇2ξˆ‖L2‖ηˆ‖C0 + ‖∇ξˆ‖L2‖∇ξˆ‖L4‖ηˆ‖L4 + ‖∇ξˆ‖L4‖∇ηˆ‖L4 + ‖ξˆ‖C0‖∇2ηˆ‖L2)
≤ c5
(‖ξ‖H21,δ + ‖∇ξ‖L41,δ)(‖η‖H21,δ + ‖∇η‖L41,δ).

Theorem 3.1.1 now follows from the implicit function theorem [11, A.3.4] if we can es-
tablish surjectivity and a uniform bound on the right inverse for the linearized operator
Dδ : Γ1,δ → Ω1,δ, Dδξ := dFu(0)ξ =
(
Du02ξ02 , Du¯ξˆ
)
;(27)
Du02ξ02 = ∇sξ02 + J(u02)∇tξ02 +∇ξ02J02(u02)∂tu02,
Du¯ξˆ = ∇sξˆ + Jˆ(u¯)∇tξˆ + 12∇ξˆJˆ(u¯)Jˆ(u¯)∂su¯.
Here Du02 and Du¯ are the linearized operators of ∂J02 at u02 (which is pseudoholomorphic)
and of ∂Jˆ at u¯ (which satisfies ∂tu¯ = 0) respectively. (See [11, Prop.3.1.1.] for an explicit
calculation of the linearized operators, and note that we identify Ω0,1(R × [0, 1], u∗TM)
with sections of u∗TM by γds + Jγdt 7→ γ.) We can identify the cokernel of Dδ with
(imDδ)⊥ ⊂ (H11,δ)∗. By elliptic regularity any element in this cokernel can be represented
by the L2-inner product 〈η, imDδ〉 = 0 with a smooth section η. Partial integration then
shows that η ∈ Γ1,δ satisfies the boundary conditions (16) and lies in the kernel of the formal
adjoint operator, (Dδ)∗η = 0. Note that (Dδ)∗ is given by
(−∇s+J02(u02)∇t,−∇s+Jˆ(u¯)∇t)
plus lower order terms. So (Dδ)∗ has the same analytic properties as Dδ, and we will prove
the surjectivity of Dδ by establishing injectivity for (Dδ)∗.
By our assumptions on the index and regularity of (u0, u2) ∈ M˜10(x−, x+) we know that
the operator Du02 ⊕ π⊥02 on the space of sections in H2(u∗02T (M0 ×M2)) with boundary
conditions at t = 1 in T (L0 × L2) (where π⊥02 is the projection at t = 0) is surjective and
has a one dimensional kernel ker(Du02 ⊕π⊥02). This is not a subspace of Γ1,δ, but we will fix
a complement for every δ > 0 in the following sense,
K0 :=
{
ξ = (ξ02, ξˆ) ∈ Γ1,δ
∣∣ 〈ξ02, ker(Du02 ⊕ π⊥02)〉L2 ≡ 0}.
Here we used the L2-inner product on H2(R× [0, 1], u∗02T (M0 ×M2)).
Combining the uniform linear estimates Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2 we can choose
δ0 :=
1
16c
2
1c
2
2 > 0 such that for all δ ∈ (0, δ0) and ξ ∈ Γ1,δ
(1 + c−12 )‖(Dδ)∗ξ‖Ω1,δ ≥ 12‖(Dδ)∗ξ‖H11,δ +
1
2‖(Dδ)∗ξ‖L41,δ + c
−1
2 ‖D∗u02ξ02‖H1(R×[0,1])
≥ 12c1‖ξ‖Γ1,δ − c−12
√
δ‖∇tξˆ‖H1(R×[0,δ]) ≥ 14c1‖ξ‖Γ1,δ ,
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and similarly for all ξ ∈ Γ1,δ ∩K0
‖Dδξ‖Ω11,δ ≥
c1c2
4(c2 + 1)
‖ξ‖Γ1,δ .(28)
The first estimate shows that (Dδ)∗ is injective and hence Dδ is surjective. The second
estimate shows that its right inverse is uniformly bounded. It remains to check that Dδ
stays surjective when restricted to K0. This follows from the fact that both Du02 with
boundary conditions in (L02, L0 × L2) and Dδ = (Du02 ,Du¯) with boundary conditions
(16) are surjective and have the same index 1 by Lemma 2.1.3 and the identification
M˜1
δ¯
(x−, x+) ∼= M̂1δ¯(x−, x+). So Dδ has a 1-dimensional kernel, which is transversal to
K0 by the last estimate, and hence D
δ|K0 must be surjective. This finishes the proof of
theorem 3.1.1. Here ǫ > 0 is fixed such that the exponential map eu is defined on Γ1,δ(ǫ)
and such that Lemma 3.1.5 holds.
Corollary 3.1.6. There exists δ0 > 0 such that the map Tδ : M10(x−, x+) →M1δ(x−, x+)
given by Tδ([u]) := [vu] is well defined and injective for all δ ∈ (0, δ0].
Proof. We choose δ0 ≤ ǫ4C−40 such that Theorem 3.1.1 applies. Then let vu = eu(ξ) be the
solution constructed from u ∈ M˜10(x−, x+) and consider a shifted 0-solution u˜ = u(·+ σ) ∈
[u]. Then ξ˜ := ξ(· + σ) satisfies ‖ξ˜‖ = ‖ξ‖ ≤ C0δ 14 ≤ ǫ, Fu(ξ˜) = 0, and the orthogonality
condition to ker(Du˜02⊕π⊥02). Hence vu˜ = eu(·+σ)(ξ(·+σ)) = vu(·+σ) ∈ [vu], so Tδ([u]) = [vu]
is well defined.
The injectivity of Tδ follows from the fact thatM10(x−, x+) consists of isolated points, so
the C0-distance dC0([u], [u′]) > ∆0 is bounded below by some ∆0 > 0 for all [u] 6= [u′]. On
the other hand, dC0([u¯],Tδ([u]) ≤ C0CS(1+CQ)δ
1
4 by (15), (17), and Lemma 3.1.4. So if we
had Tδ([u]) = Tδ([u′]) then dC0([u], [u′]) ≤ dC0([u¯], [u¯′]) ≤ 2C0CS(1 + CQ)δ
1
4 . This implies
[u] = [u′] whenever δ ≤ δ0, where we choose δ0 ≤ (2C0CS(1 + CQ))−4∆40. 
3.2. Uniform estimates. In this section we establish the uniform linear and nonlinear
estimates that are used in Sections 3.1 and 3.3. We will work in the setup of section 3.1
and fix a solution u ∈ M˜10(x−, x+). For convenience we denote the target spaces by M02 :=
M0×M2 andM0211 :=M0×M2×M1×M1 and the symplectic structures by ω02 = (−ω0)⊕ω2
and ω0211 = ω0 ⊕ (−ω2)⊕ (−ω1)⊕ ω1 respectively. The nonlinear equation for v = (v02, vˆ),
v02 : R× [0, 1]→M02, vˆ : R× [0, δ]→M0211 is
∂Jv := ∂sv + J(v)∂tv :=
(
∂sv02 + J02(v02)∂tv02 , ∂svˆ + Jˆ(vˆ)∂tvˆ
)
.
We will need uniform estimates for the nonlinear operator ξ 7→ ∂Jeu(ξ) on ξ ∈ Γ1,δ(ǫ) and
the linearized operator Dδ. For that purpose we use the Levi-Civita connection onM =M02
and M = M0211 respectively to identify TuM × TuM ∼= TξTuM for every ξ ∈ TuM . With
this we decompose Te(u, ξ) : TξTuM → TeuξM as
Te(u, ξ)(X, η) = ∂1e(u, ξ)X + deu(ξ)η ∀ξ,X, η ∈ TuM.
We denote the pullback almost complex structure on H21,δ under deu(ξ) by
J(ξ) := (J02(ξ02), Jˆ(ξˆ))
:=
(
(deu02(ξ02))
−1J02(eu02(ξ02))deu02(ξ02), (deu¯(ξˆ))
−1Jˆ(eu¯(ξˆ))deu¯(ξˆ)
)
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for ξ = (ξ02, ξˆ) ∈ Γ1,δ(ǫ). With this we can express
(29) ∂J(eu(ξ)) = deu(ξ)
(∇sξ + J(ξ)∇tξ)+ ∂1e(u, ξ)∂su+ J(u)∂1e(u, ξ)∂tu
in terms of the nonlinear operator on H21,δ,
∇sξ + J(ξ)∇tξ :=
(∇sξ02 + J02(ξ02)∇tξ02 , ∇sξˆ + Jˆ(ξˆ)∇tξˆ).
Note that J(0) = (J02, Jˆ) is the usual almost complex structure at (u02, u¯), so we can
express the linearized operator (27) as
Dδξ = ∇sξ + J(0)∇tξ +
(∇ξ02J02(u02)∂tu02 , 12∇ξˆJˆ(u¯)Jˆ(u¯)∂su¯).
The following lemma provides uniform elliptic estimates.
Lemma 3.2.1.
(a) There is a constant C1 such that for all δ ∈ (0, 1] and ξ ∈ Γ1,δ∣∣∣∣∫
{1}×R
ω02(ξ02,∇sξ02)
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∫
{δ}×R
ω0211(ξˆ,∇sξˆ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C1(‖ξ02|t=1‖H0(R) + ‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H0(R))2,∣∣∣∣∫
{1}×R
ω02(∇sξ02,∇2sξ02)
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∫
{δ}×R
ω0211(∇sξˆ,∇2s ξˆ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C1(‖ξ02|t=1‖H1(R) + ‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R))2.
(b) There is a constant ǫ > 0 and for every c0 > 0 there is a constant C1 such that for
all δ ∈ (0, 1] and ξ, ζ ∈ H21,δ with ‖ζ‖∞ ≤ ǫ, ‖∇ζ‖∞ ≤ c0
‖ξ‖H11,δ ≤ C1
(
‖∇sξ + J(ζ)∇tξ‖H01,δ + ‖ξ‖H01,δ
+
∣∣∣∣∫
{δ}×R
ω0211(ξˆ,∇sξˆ)
∣∣∣∣1/2 + ∣∣∣∣∫
{1}×R
ω02(ξ02,∇sξ02)
∣∣∣∣1/2),
‖ξ‖H21,δ ≤ C1
(
‖∇sξ + J(ζ)∇tξ‖H11,δ + ‖ξ‖H01,δ
+
∣∣∣∣∫
{δ}×R
ω0211(ξˆ,∇sξˆ)
∣∣∣∣1/2 + ∣∣∣∣∫
{δ}×R
ω0211(∇sξˆ,∇2s ξˆ)
∣∣∣∣1/2
+
∣∣∣∣∫
{1}×R
ω02(ξ02,∇sξ02)
∣∣∣∣1/2 + ∣∣∣∣∫
{1}×R
ω02(∇sξ02,∇2sξ02)
∣∣∣∣1/2),
‖∇ξ‖L41,δ ≤ C1
(
‖ξ‖H21,δ + ‖∇sξ + J(ζ)∇tξ‖L41,δ + ‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R)
)
.
(c) There is a constant c1 > 0 such that for all δ ∈ (0, 1] and ξ ∈ Γ1,δ
c1‖ξ‖H21,δ ≤ ‖D
δξ‖H11,δ + ‖ξ‖H01,δ + ‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R) + ‖ξ02|t=1‖H1(R),
c1‖∇ξ‖L41,δ ≤ ‖D
δξ‖H11,δ + ‖D
δξ‖L41,δ + ‖ξ‖H01,δ + ‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R) + ‖ξ02|t=1‖H1(R),
and the same holds with Dδ replaced by (Dδ)∗.
Proof. We prove (a) in general for
∫
R
ω(ξ,∇sξ) and
∫
R
ω(∇sξ,∇2sξ) with a Lagrangian sec-
tion ξ : R → u∗TL over a path u : R → L. These expressions vanish if L is totally
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geodesic. To estimate them in general we pick a smooth family of orthonormal frames
(γi(s))i=1,...,k ∈ u(s)∗TL, then
ξ =
∑
λiγi, ∇sξ =
∑(
∂sλ
iγi + λ
i∇sγi
)
, ∇2sξ =
∑(
∂2sλ
iγi + 2∂sλ
i∇sγi + λi∇2sγi
)
with λ : R → Rk. By the orthonormality we have |λ(s)| = |ξ(s)|, and using (γ, Jγ) as a
trivialization for the definition of Sobolev norms on u∗TM we obtain ‖λ‖Hs(R) = ‖ξ‖Hs(R).
We now use the identities ω(γi, γj) = 0 to obtain∣∣∣∣∫
R
ω(ξ,∇sξ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣∫
R
C|ξ(s)||λ(s)|ds
∣∣∣∣ = C‖ξ‖2L2(R),∣∣∣∣∫
R
ω(∇sξ,∇2sξ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣∫
R
C
(|∇sξ||λ|+ |∇sξ||∂sλ|+ |∂sλ|2 + |λ|2)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4C‖ξ‖2H1(R),
where the constant C only depends on γ (that is on u : R → L) up to third derivatives.
Here we used partial integration∫
R
∑
i,j
λi∂2sλ
jω(∇sγi, γj) = −
∫
R
∑
i,j
(
∂sλ
i∂sλ
jω(∇sγi, γj) + λi∂sλj∂sω(∇sγi, γj)
)
.
To prove (c) we can replace Dδ by ∇sξ + J(0)∇tξ since the difference of the operators is
bounded in the different components and norms by∥∥∇ξ02J02(u02)∂tu02∥∥H0(R×[0,1]) + ∥∥∇ξˆJˆ(u¯)J(u¯)∂su¯∥∥H0(R×[0,δ]) ≤ C∥∥ξ∥∥H01,δ ,∥∥∇ξ02J02(u02)∂tu02∥∥L4(R×[0,1]) ≤ C∥∥∇ξ02J02(u02)∂tu02∥∥H1(R×[0,1]) ≤ C∥∥ξ∥∥H11,δ ,∥∥∇ξˆJˆ(u¯)J(u¯)∂su¯∥∥H1(R×[0,δ]) ≤ C∥∥ξ∥∥H11,δ ,(30) ∥∥∇ξˆJˆ(u¯)J(u¯)∂su¯∥∥L4(R×[0,δ]) ≤ C‖∇Jˆ‖∞‖∂su¯‖∞‖ξˆ‖L4(R×[0,δ]) ≤ C∥∥ξ∥∥H21,δ ,
where C denotes any uniform constant. The extra terms on the right hand side will fit into
the proof and will be recalled for the relevant estimates. The proof for (Dδ)∗ is completely
analogous. To prove (b) and (c) we may moreover fix convenient metrics onM02 andM0211.
In order to obtain the boundary terms involving the symplectic forms, we pick the induced
metrics 〈·, ·〉 = ω02(·, J02·) resp. 〈·, ·〉 = ω0211(·, Jˆ ·), noting that this introduces a smooth
t-dependence in the metric on M02. We will now use the notation ∇sξ+ J(σζ)∇tξ to make
partial integration calculations for the nonlinear (σ = 1) and linear (σ = 0) operator at the
same time. In the nonlinear case the almost complex structure J(ζ) is not skew-adjoint
since the metric is defined by J(0). In order to obtain this property we work with the
L21,δ(σζ)-metric, which uses the pullback metric gσζ = 〈·, ·〉σζ under deu02(σζ02) on M02
and deu¯(σζ) on M0211 respectively. In the linear case σ = 0 nothing has happened; in the
nonlinear case we can pick ǫ > 0 and hence ‖ζ‖∞ sufficiently small such that deu(ζ) is
C0-close to the identity, and hence the induced L21,δ(ζ)-norm is uniformly equivalent to the
standard L21,δ-norm. With this in mind we start by calculating for any ζ, η ∈ H21,δ with
‖ζ‖∞ ≤ ǫ (unless otherwise specified integrals are over two infinite strips of width δ and 1)
‖∇sη + J(σζ)∇tη‖2L21,δ(σζ)
=
∫ (
|∇sη|2σζ + |∇tη|2σζ + 〈∇sη, J(σζ)∇tη〉σζ − 〈∇tη, J(σζ)∇sη〉σζ
)
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= ‖∇η‖2L21,δ(σζ) −
∫ (
∇sgσζ
(
η, J(σζ)∇tη
) −∇tgσζ(η, J(σζ)∇sη))
−
∫ (
〈η, (∇s(J(σζ)∇tη) −∇t(J(σζ)∇sη))〉σζ)
− lim
S→∞
∫
{s=−S}
〈η, J(σζ)∇tη〉σζ + lim
S→∞
∫
{s=S}
〈η, J(σζ)∇tη〉σζ
+
∫
{0}×R
〈η, J(σζ)∇sη〉σζ −
∫
{1}×R
〈η02, J02(σζ02)∇sη02〉σζ02 −
∫
{δ}×R
〈ηˆ, Jˆ(σζˆ)∇sηˆ〉σζˆ
≥ ‖∇η‖2L21,δ(σζ) −
∫
C
(
(1 + σc0)|η||∇η| + |η|2
)− Ω02(η02|t=1)− Ω0211(ηˆ|t=δ),
where we abbreviated
Ω02(η02|t=1) :=
∣∣∣∣∫
{1}×R
ω02(η02,∇sη02)
∣∣∣∣, Ω0211(ηˆ|t=δ) := ∣∣∣∣∫
{δ}×R
ω0211(ηˆ,∇sηˆ)
∣∣∣∣.
These boundary terms occur on the right hand side of (c) and they will be estimated by (a)
to prove (b). The boundary term at t = 0 vanishes by the diagonal boundary conditions,
and the boundary terms at S → ±∞ vanish since η|{s∈[S,S+1]} → 0 in the H21,δ-norm. The
error term can be estimated by∫
C
(
(1 + σc0)|η||∇η| + |η|2
) ≤ C‖η‖2L21,δ(σζ) + 12‖∇η‖2L21,δ(σζ) + 12C2(1 + σc0)2‖η‖2L21,δ(σζ),
where the highest order term ‖∇η‖ can be absorbed on the right hand side. From now on
C will denote any uniform constant (which is allowed to depend on c0 in the nonlinear case
σ = 1). In summary, the estimates for η = ξ and η = ∇sξ are
1
C ‖∇ξ‖2L21,δ ≤
∥∥∇sξ + J(σξ)∇tξ∥∥2L21,δ + ‖ξ‖2L21,δ +Ω02(ξ02|t=1) + Ω0211(ξˆ|t=δ),
1
C ‖∇∇sξ‖2L21,δ ≤
∥∥∇s(∇sξ + J(σξ)∇tξ)∥∥2L21,δ + ‖∇ξ‖2L21,δ
+Ω02(∇sξ02|t=1) + Ω0211(∇sξˆ|t=δ).
This already proves the first estimate in (b). We can moreover use the identity ∇tξ =
J(σζ)∇sξ − J(σζ)(∇sξ + J(σζ)∇tξ) to obtain
‖∇∇tξ‖L21,δ ≤ ‖∇∇sξ‖L21,δ + ‖∇(∇sξ + J(σζ)∇tξ)‖L21,δ + C‖∇ξ‖L21,δ + σCc0‖∇ξ‖L21,δ .
In the linear case (c) these estimates combined with (a) and (30) to prove the first estimate:
c1‖ξ‖H21,δ ≤
∥∥Dδξ∥∥
H11,δ
+ ‖ξ02|t=1‖H1(R) + ‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R) + ‖ξ‖L21,δ
with a uniform constant c1 > 0. In the nonlinear case (b) we obtain similarly
C−11 ‖ξ‖H21,δ ≤
∥∥∇sξ + J(ζ)∇tξ∥∥H11,δ + ‖ξ‖L21,δ +Ω02(ξ02|t=1) + Ω0211(ξˆ|t=δ)
+ Ω02(∇sξ02|t=1) + Ω0211(∇sξˆ|t=δ)
with a constant C1 that depends on ‖∇ξ‖∞ ≤ c0.
The L4-estimate for the linear and nonlinear operators will arise by rescaling from the
following basic estimate. Here uˆ : R × [0, 1] → M0211 will be given by uˆ(s, t) = u¯(δs) for
any δ ∈ (0, 1]. Then for every ηˆ ∈ H1(R× [0, 1], uˆ∗TM0211)
‖ηˆ‖L4(R×[0,1]) ≤ C0
(‖ηˆ|t=1‖L2(R) + ‖∇ηˆ‖L2(R×[0,1])).
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This simply follows from the Sobolev embedding H1(R× [0, 1]) →֒ L4(R× [0, 1]) and
‖ηˆ‖2L2(R×[0,1]) ≤
∫ 1
0
∥∥∥∥ηˆ(·, 1) − ∫ 1
t
∇tηˆ(·, τ)dτ
∥∥∥∥2
L2(R)
dt ≤ 2‖ηˆ|t=1‖2L2(R) + 2‖∇tηˆ‖2L2(R×[0,1]).
When applying this to ηˆ(s, t) := ∇sξˆ(δs, δt) we encounter the following terms:
‖ηˆ‖2L4(R×[0,1]) =
(∫
R×[0,1]
|∇sξˆ(δs, δt)|4dsdt
)1/2
= δ−1‖∇sξˆ‖2L4(R×[0,δ]),
‖ηˆ|t=1‖2L2(R) =
∫
R
|∇sξˆ(δs, δ)|2ds = δ−1‖∇sξˆ|t=δ‖2L2(R),
‖∇ηˆ‖2L2(R×[0,1]) =
∫
R×[0,1]
δ2|∇∇sξˆ(δs, δt)|2dsdt = ‖∇∇sξˆ‖2L2(R×[0,δ]).
Putting this together we find that
‖∇sξˆ‖L4(R×[0,δ]) ≤ C0
(‖∇sξˆ|t=δ‖L2(R) + ‖∇∇sξˆ‖H2(R×[0,δ])) ≤ C0(‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R) + ‖ξ‖H21,δ),
where the estimate for ‖ξ‖H21,δ is already established. The L
4-estimate for ∇ξ02 follows from
the Sobolev embedding H1(R× [0, 1]) →֒ L4(R× [0, 1]), and for the last component we have
‖∇tξˆ‖L4(R×[0,δ]) ≤ ‖∇sξˆ + Jˆ(σζˆ)∇tξˆ‖L4(R×[0,δ]) + ‖∇sξˆ‖L4(R×[0,δ]).
This finishes the proof of the second estimate, where we allow ‖∇sξ+J(σζ)∇tξ‖L41,δ on the
right hand side, and the constant in the nonlinear case depends on ‖∇ζ‖∞ ≤ c0. In the
linear case the difference to ‖Dδξ‖L41,δ in (30) is bounded by the previous estimate. 
The lemma below gives control of the lower-order terms appearing in Lemma 3.2.1 and
in particular will be used to prove surjectivity of the linearized operator.
Lemma 3.2.2. (a) There is a constant ǫ > 0 and for every c0 > 0 there is a constant
C2 such that for all δ ∈ (0, 1] and ξ, ζ ∈ H21,δ with ‖ζ‖∞ ≤ ǫ, ‖∇ζ‖∞ ≤ c0 we have
‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R) + ‖ξ02|t=1‖H1(R)
≤ C2
(‖∇sξ02 + J02(ζ02)∇tξ02‖H1(R×[0,1]) +√δ‖∇tξˆ‖H1(R×[0,δ]) + ‖π⊥0211ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R)
+ ‖ξ02‖L2(R×[0,1]) + ‖(ξ′1 − ξ1)|t=0‖H1(R) + ‖(ξ′02 − ξ02)|t=0‖H1(R)
)
.
(b) There is a constant c2 > 0 such that for all δ ∈ (0, 1] and ξ ∈ Γ1,δ
c2
(‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R) + ‖ξ02|t=1‖H1(R) + ‖ξ‖H01,δ) ≤ ‖D∗u02ξ02‖H1(R×[0,1]) +√δ‖∇tξˆ‖H1(R×[0,δ]),
and for all ξ ∈ Γ1,δ ∩K0
c2
(‖ξˆ|t=δ‖H1(R) + ‖ξ02|t=1‖H1(R) + ‖ξ‖H01,δ) ≤ ‖Du02ξ02‖H1(R×[0,1]) +√δ‖∇tξˆ‖H1(R×[0,δ]).
Proof. The constant ǫ > 0 in case (a) is chosen such that eu02(ζ02) and thus J02(ζ02)
is defined. To prove (a) (and similar for (b)) we assume by contradiction that we have
sequences δν > 0 and ξν , ζν ∈ H21,δν such that ‖ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖ξν02|t=1‖H1(R) = 1 (in case
(b) add ‖ξν‖H01,δ here), but the right hand sides converges to zero. For technical reasons we
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assume in addition ‖ξν02‖H1(R×[0,1]) ≤ 1, which we will also disprove (i.e. we actually prove a
stronger estimate with this term on the left hand side). First we integrate for all t ∈ [0, δν ]
(31) ‖ξˆν |t=t0 − ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R) ≤
∫ δν
0
‖∇tξˆν‖H1(R) ≤
√
δν‖∇tξˆν‖H1(R×[0,δν ]) → 0.
Next, Lemma 3.1.3 implies
‖π⊥02ξν02|t=0‖L2(R) ≤ ‖π⊥02ξ′ν02|t=δν‖L2(R) + ‖ξ′ν02|t=0 − ξ′ν02|t=δν‖L2(R) + ‖(ξ′ν02 − ξν02)|t=0‖L2(R)
≤ C(‖π⊥0211ξˆν |t=δν‖L2(R) + ‖ξˆν |t=0 − ξˆν |t=δν‖L2(R)
+ ‖(ξ′ν1 − ξν1 )|t=0‖L2(R) + ‖(ξ′ν02 − ξν02)|t=0‖L2(R)
)→ 0,
‖π⊥02ξν02|t=0‖H1(R) ≤ ‖π⊥02ξ′ν02|t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖ξ′ν02|t=0 − ξ′ν02|t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖(ξ′ν02 − ξν02)|t=0‖H1(R)
(32)
≤ C(‖π⊥0211ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖ξˆν |t=0 − ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖(ξ′ν1 − ξν1 )|t=0‖H1
+ ‖(ξ′ν02 − ξν02)|t=0‖H1(R) +
∥∥|∂su¯| · |ξˆν |t=δν |∥∥L2(R)).
In the two cases of (b) we use the boundary conditions for ξν ∈ Γ1,δ here. In all three
cases the hardest step is now to prove that
∥∥|∂su¯| · |ξˆν |t=δν |∥∥L2(R) → 0. Here we exploit
the assumption that ‖ξν02‖H1(R×[0,1]) is bounded. This implies a bound on ‖ξν02|t=0‖L2(R).
Now we find a convergent subsequence ξν02 → ξ∞02 ∈ H1(R × [0, 1], u∗02TM02) in the weak
H1-topology, and at the same time ξν02|t=0 → ξ∞02 |t=0 in the L2-norm on every compact set.
(The Sobolev embedding H1(Ω) →֒ L2(∂Ω)) is compact for compact domains Ω ⊂ R× [0, 1]
with smooth boundary ∂Ω, see e.g. [1, Theorem 6.3].) In case (a) the limit has to be ξ∞02 = 0
since ‖ξ∞02‖L2(R×[0,1]) ≤ lim infν→∞ ‖ξν02‖L2(R×[0,1]) = 0. This also holds in case (b) since the
limit satisfies with D = Du02 or D = D
∗
u02
‖Dξ∞02‖L2(R×[0,1]) ≤ lim infν→∞ ‖Dξ
ν
02‖L2(R×[0,1]) = 0,
‖π⊥02ξ∞02 |t=0‖L2(R) ≤ lim infν→∞ ‖π
⊥
02ξ
ν
02|t=0‖L2(R) = 0.
Since u02 is assumed regular, D
∗
u02 ⊕ π⊥02 is injective, and in the second part of case (b) we
have in addition ξ∞02 ∈ ker(Du02 ⊕ π⊥02)⊥. So in all three cases we obtain
‖ξν02|t=0‖L2(R) ≤ C and ‖ξν02|t=0‖L2([−T,T ]) → 0 for all T > 0.
The same holds for ξˆν |t=δν since we can apply Lemma 3.1.3 on the interval (−T, T ) for any
T ∈ (0,∞] to obtain
‖ξˆν |t=δν‖L2 ≤ C
(‖π02ξ′ν02|t=δν‖L2 + ‖π⊥0211ξˆν |t=δν‖L2 + ‖(ξ′ν1 − ξν1 )|t=δν‖L2)
≤ C ′(‖ξν02|t=0‖L2 + ‖(ξ′ν02 − ξν02)|t=0‖L2 + ‖ξˆν |t=0 − ξˆν |t=δν‖L2
+ ‖π⊥0211ξˆν |t=δν‖L2 + ‖(ξ′ν1 − ξν1 )|t=0‖L2
)
.
This together with the fact that sup|s|≥T |∂su¯(s)| → 0 as T → ∞ implies that
∥∥|∂su¯| ·
|ξˆν |t=δν |
∥∥
L2(R)
→ 0 and hence ‖π⊥02ξν02|t=0‖H1(R) → 0 by (32). From this we will move on to
prove that
(33) ‖ξν02‖H3/2(R×[0,1]) → 0.
For that purpose we denote by D any of the three operators ∇s + J02(ζ02)∇t in case (a)
and D∗u02 or Du02 in case (b). Then we use the fact that in all three cases the operator
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D⊕π⊥02 is Fredholm on the space of sections η that satisfy the boundary conditions η|t=1 ∈
Tu02(L0 × L2), see e.g. [6, Theorem 20.1.2] for compact domains. The corresponding
estimates add up to
‖ξν02‖H3/2(R×[0,1]) ≤ C
(‖Dξν02‖H1(R×[0,1]) + ‖π⊥02ξν02|t=0‖H1(R) + ‖ξν02‖H0(R×[0,1])).(34)
In the nonlinear case (a) the constant in this estimate depends continuously on J02(ζ02) in
the C1-topology, see e.g. [11, Appendix B]. In this case the above estimate already implies
the claim (33) since we assumed ‖ξν02‖L2 → 0. In the linear cases we need to use the
injectivity of the operators to remove the last term from the right hand side of (34). Since
H3/2(R) →֒ H0((−T, T )) is compact only for T <∞, we first have to achieve a lower order
term on a compact domain:
Consider the operator Dx± = ∂s − A, where A := −J(x±)∂t (or A := J(x±)∂t in the
case D = D∗u02) is self-adjoint and invertible on its constant domain H
1([0, 1], Tx±M02) with
boundary conditions η|t=0 ∈ Tx±L02, η|t=1 ∈ Tx±(L0 ×L2). Then abstract theory (e.g. [16,
Lemma 3.9, Proposition 3.14]) implies the Fredholm property and bijectivity,
‖η‖H1(R×[0,1]) ≤ C‖Dx±η‖H0(R×[0,1]).
In order to apply this estimate to ξν02 we first find an extension ζ ∈ H1(R × [0, 1]) of
ζ|t=0 = π⊥02ξν02|t=0 such that ‖ζ‖H1 ≤ C‖π⊥02ξν02|t=0‖H1/2 . We moreover fix a cutoff function
h ∈ C∞0 (R, [0, 1]) with h|{|s|≤T−1} ≡ 0 and h|{|s|≥T} ≡ 1, where we fix T > 1 sufficiently large
such that u02|supp(h) = ex±(ϑ02) for some smooth map ϑ02 : {±s ≥ (T − 1)} → Tx±M02.
Then we can apply the estimate to η := Φx±(ϑ02)
−1
(
h(ξν02 − ζ)
)
, where Φx±(ϑ02) denotes
parallel transport along the path [0, 1] ∋ τ 7→ ex±(τϑ02). We obtain, denoting all uniform
constants by C,
‖hξν02‖H1(R×[0,1])
≤ C‖η‖H1(R×[0,1]) + ‖hζ‖H1(R×[0,1])
≤ C(‖(Dx± −D ◦Φx±(ϑ02))η‖H0(R×[0,1]) + ‖D(hξν02)‖H0(R×[0,1]) + ‖hζ‖H1(R×[0,1]))
≤ C(‖(Dx± −D ◦Φx±(ϑ02))∣∣{|s|>T−1}‖ · ‖h(ξν02 − ζ)‖H1(R×[0,1]) + ‖Dξν02‖H0(R×[0,1])
+ ‖ξν02‖H0([−T,T ]×[0,1]) + ‖π⊥02ξν02|t=0‖H1/2(R)
)
.
Here the difference of the operators goes to zero for T →∞ since u02|{|s|≥T−1} → x± with
all derivatives. Thus for sufficiently large T > 0 we can absorb the first term into the left
hand side and ‖hζ‖H1 ≤ C‖π⊥02ξν02|t=0‖H1/2 . After all this we can finally replace the last
term in (34) by ‖ξν02‖H0([−T,T ]×[0,1]).
Now in the first case of (b) we can deduce (33) from the fact thatDu02⊕π⊥02 is surjective by
assumption and hence D∗u02⊕π⊥02 is injective. So the compact embedding H3/2(R× [0, 1]) →֒
H0([−T, T ]× [0, 1]) allows the removal of the lower order term. Similarly, in the second case
of (b) we can employ the injectivity of the operator on ker(Du02 ⊕ π⊥02)⊥ ∋ ξν02 to deduce
(33).
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Next, (33) and the Sobolev trace theorem provide ‖ξν02|t=0‖H1(R) + ‖ξν02|t=1‖H1(R) → 0,
and again using Lemma 3.1.3 we can deduce that
‖ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R)
≤ C(‖π02ξ′ν02|t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖π⊥0211ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖(ξ′ν1 − ξν1 )|t=δν‖H1(R))
≤ C(‖ξν02|t=0‖H1(R) + ‖(ξ′ν02 − ξν02)|t=0‖H1(R) + ‖π⊥0211ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R)
+ ‖ξˆν |t=0 − ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖(ξ′ν1 − ξν1 )|t=0‖H1(R)
)→ 0.
Finally, combining this with (31) in case (b) implies
‖ξˆν‖L2(R×[0,δν ]) → 0
in contradiction to the assumption. 
Finally, we establish uniform exponential decay for the solutions of Floer’s equation (13)
on the triple strip. For that purpose we introduce the following notation for integration
over finite strips,∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∂sv(s, t)|2 dt :=
∫ 1
0
|∂sv02(s, t)|2 dt+
∫ δ
0
|∂svˆ(s, t)|2 dt,
and similarly for the C0-norm
‖∂sv‖C01,δ([s0,s1]) := ‖∂sv02‖L∞([s0,s1]×[0,1]) + ‖∂svˆ‖L∞([s0,s1]×[0,δ]),
dC01,δ([s0,s1])
(v, x±) := sup
(s,t)∈[s0,s1]×[0,1]
dM02(v02(s, t), x
±),
+ sup
(s,t)∈[s0,s1]×[0,δ]
dM0211(vˆ(s, t), (x
±, x±1 , x
±
1 )).
Lemma 3.2.3. There are constants ~,∆ > 0 and C such that the following holds for every
δ ∈ (0, 1]. If v ∈ M̂δ(x−, x+) is a smooth solution of (13) satisfying
(35)
∫ ∞
0
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∂sv(s, t)|2 dtds < ~,
then for every S ≥ 3
dC01,δ([S,∞))
(v, x+)2 + ‖∂sv‖2C01,δ([S,∞)) ≤ Ce
−∆S
∫ 2
0
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∂sv(s, t)|2 dtds,
and the analogous statement holds on (−∞, 0] for the convergence to x−.
Proof. Step 1: For every κ > 0 there is an ǫκ > 0 such that the following holds for all
δ ∈ (0, 1]. If v ∈ M̂δ(x−, x+) satisfies (35) with ~ = ǫκ, then
(36) ‖∂sv‖C01,δ([ 12 ,∞)) ≤ κ.
Assume by contradiction that this is wrong. Then there exist κ > 0 and sequences δν ∈ (0, 1]
and vν ∈ M̂δν (x−, x+) such that
(37) lim
ν→∞
∫ ∞
0
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δν ]
|∂svν(s, t)|2 dtds = 0,
but the assertion fails. So after a time-shift we can assume that
‖∂svν‖C0
1,δν
([ 1
2
,1]) >
1
2κ.
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The equation ∂Jv
ν = 0 together with (37) implies that dvν |s≥0 → 0 in the L2-norm. If δν
is bounded away from zero, then the standard compactness14 for pseudoholomorphic curves
with Lagrangian boundary conditions implies that dvν |s>0 → 0 in C∞ on every compact set
(for a subsequence), in contradiction to the assumption. In the case δν → 0 the standard
compactness theory still implies dvν02|(0,1]×(0,∞) → 0 in C∞ on every compact set. For vˆ
and v02 near the boundary t = 0 we obtain a C1-bound from Lemma 3.3.2. So we obtain
C0-convergence of a subsequence vν02 → x02, vˆν → (x02, x1, x1) to constants x02 ∈ L0 × L2,
x1 ∈ M1 such that (x02, x1, x1) ∈ L01 × L12. Now we can use the same compactness
arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.2 (step 2, using a cutoff function only in s) to
deduce that dvν |s∈[ 1
2
,1] → 0 in the C0-norm. This again is a contradiction.
Step 2: There are constants ǫ1 > 0 and C1 such that the following holds for all δ ∈ (0, 1].
If v ∈ M̂δ(x−, x+) satisfies (35) with ~ = ǫ1, then
‖∂sv(1, ·)‖2C0([0,1]⊔[0,δ]) ≤ C1
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∇t∂sv(1, t)|2 dt.
By contradiction we find sequences δν ∈ (0, 1] and vν ∈ M̂δν (x−, x+) that satisfy (37),
but there is no uniform constant C1 with which the estimate holds. Then as in Step 1 we
obtain (for a subsequence) C1-convergence vν → x = (x02, xˆ) on [12 , 2] × ([0, 1] ⊔ [0, δν ]) to
constants x02 ∈ L0 × L2, x1 ∈ M1 with xˆ = (x02, x1, x1) ∈ L01 × L12. By assumption L02
and (L0×L2) intersect transversely in x02, and hence we have for all ξ02 : [0, 1]→ Tx02M02
with ξ02(1) ∈ Tx02(L0 × L2)
‖ξ02‖C0([0,1]) ≤ C
(‖∇tξ02‖L2([0,1]) + ∣∣π⊥02ξ02(0)∣∣).
Now consider in addition ξˆ : [0, δ] → TxˆM0211 such that ξˆ(δ) ∈ Txˆ(L01 × L12) and ξ|t=0 =
(ξ02, ξˆ)|t=0 ∈ Tx(∆M0×M2 ×∆1). We integrate for all t ∈ [0, δ]
(38)
∣∣ξˆ(t)− ξˆ(δ)∣∣ ≤ ∫ δ
0
|∇tξˆ(t)|dt ≤
√
δ
(∫ δ
0
|∇tξˆ(t)|2dt
)1/2
.
Combining this with Lemma 3.1.3 and using the boundary conditions we obtain∣∣π⊥02ξ02(0)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣π⊥0211ξˆ(δ)∣∣+ ∣∣π⊥0211(ξˆ(0)− ξˆ(δ))∣∣+ ∣∣ξ′1(0)− ξ1(0)∣∣ ≤ C√δ(∫ δ
0
|∇tξˆ(t)|2dt
)1/2
,
and thus
‖ξ02‖2C0([0,1]) ≤ C2
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∇tξ|2 dt.
We moreover obtain from Lemma 3.1.3 with uniform constants C,C ′, C ′′∣∣ξˆ(δ)∣∣ ≤ C(∣∣π02ξ′02(δ)∣∣ + ∣∣(ξ′1(δ)− ξ1(δ))∣∣)
≤ C ′(∣∣ξ02(0)∣∣+ ∣∣ξˆ(0) − ξˆ(δ)∣∣) ≤ C ′′(∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
∣∣∇t(ξ02, ξˆ)∣∣2dt)1/2.
Together with (38) this implies
‖ξ‖2C0([0,1]⊔[0,δ]) ≤ C1
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∇tξ|2 dt
14 If some of the symplectic manifolds are noncompact, see Section 2.1 for a variety of mild ‘bounded
geometry’ assumptions which can ensure the initial C0-bound on the curves.
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with some uniform constant C1 for all δ ∈ (0, 1] and all sections ξ over x satisfying the
boundary conditions. Due to the C1-convergence vν → x this estimate continues to hold
with a uniform constant for sufficiently large ν for sections ξ02 ∈ C1([0, 1], vν02|s=1∗TM02),
ξˆ ∈ C1([0, δν ], vˆ|∗s=1TM0211) that satisfy the analogous boundary conditions. (We can write
vν |s=1 = ex(ζν) with ‖ζν‖C1 → 0 and use dex(ζν)−1 to map (ξ02, ξˆ) to a section over x.
This preserves the boundary conditions by construction of e.) In particular, we can apply
this new estimate to ξ = ∂sv
ν |s=1, which provides a uniform estimate and thus finishes the
proof by contradiction.
Step 3: There are uniform constants ǫ2,∆ > 0 and C2 such that the following holds for all
for all δ ∈ (0, 1]. If v ∈ M̂δ(x−, x+) satisfies (35) with ~ = ǫ2, then for all s0 ≥ 2∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∂sv(s0, t)|2dt ≤ C2e−∆s0
∫ 2
1
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∂sv(s, t)|2dtds.
Consider the function f : [1,∞)→ [0,∞) defined by
f(s) := 12
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∂sv(s, t)|2dt.
We can use the equation ∂Jv =
(
∂sv02 + J02(v02)∂tv02 , ∂svˆ + Jˆ(vˆ)∂tvˆ
)
= 0 and the bound
‖∂sv‖∞ ≤ κ from Step 1 to calculate for s ≥ 1
f ′′(s) =
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
(
|∇s∂sv|2 + 〈∂sv , ∇2s∂sv〉
)
=
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
(
|J∇t∂sv + (∇∂svJ)∂tv|2 − 〈∂sv , J∇t∇s∂sv〉
)
−
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
(
〈∂sv , JR(∂sv, ∂tv)∂sv + 2(∇∂svJ)∇s∂tv +∇s(∇∂svJ)∂tv〉
)
≥
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
(
2|J∇t∂sv|2 + ∂t
(
ω(∂sv,∇s∂sv)
) − C|∂sv|2(|∂sv|2 + |∇t∂sv|))
≥ (2− Cκ) ∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|J∇t∂sv(s, t)|2dt − C ′
(
κ+ κ2
)‖∂sv(s, ·)‖2C0([0,1]∪[0,δ]).
The last step uses 2|∂sv|2|∇t∂sv| ≤ κ|∂sv|2 + κ|∇t∂sv|2 and the claim∣∣∣∣∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
∂t
(
ω(∂sv,∇s∂sv)
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(|∂sv02(1)|3 + |∂svˆ(δ)|3).
To prove the claim we first use the diagonal boundary conditions to obtain∣∣∣∣∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
∂t
(
ω(∂sv,∇s∂sv)
)∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣ω02(∂sv02,∇s∂sv02)|t=1 + ω02(∂svˆ,∇s∂svˆ)|t=δ∣∣.
Then we use a smooth family of orthonormal frames (γi)i=1,...,k ∈ Γ(T (L0 × L2)) near
w(s) := v02(s, 1) (and similarly for vˆ),
∂sw(s) =
∑
λi(s)γi(w(s)), ∇s∂sw(s) =
∑(
∂sλ
i(s)γi(w(s)) + λ
i(s)∇∂sw(s)γi
)
with λ : R→ Rk. By the orthonormality we have |λ(s)| = |∂sw(s)|, and using the identities
ω(γi, γj) = 0 one obtains
∣∣ω(∂sw,∇s∂sw)∣∣ ≤ C|∂sw|3, where the constant C only depends
on ∇γi. Since L is compact this holds with a uniform constant.
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We can now choose κ > 0 sufficiently small and then fix ~ ≤ min{ǫ1, ǫκ} such that Step 1
and Step 2 (applied to time-shifts of v) together with the above calculation yield for all
s ≥ 1
f ′′(s) ≥
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|J∇t∂sv(s, t)|2dt ≥ ((1 + δ)C1)−1
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∂sv(s, t)|2dt ≥ ∆2f(s)
with ∆ > 0. Any such nonnegative convex function satisfies for all s ≥ 2 and T ≥ s
f(s) ≤ Ce−∆s
(∫
[1,2]
f(t)dt+
∫
[2T,2T+1]
f(t)dt
)
with a constant C that only depends on ∆. A detailed proof can be found in e.g. [17,
Lemma 3.7] (use the estimate for fˆ(s − T − 1), where the function fˆ is shifted by T + 1).
If we let T → ∞ then ∫[2T,2T+1] f(t)dt → 0 by the finite energy condition ∫∞0 f(s)ds < ~,
and this proves the claim.
Step 4: There are constants ǫ3 > 0 and C3 such that the following holds for all δ ∈ (0, 1].
If v ∈ M̂δ(x−, x+) satisfies (35) with ~ = ǫ3, then
‖∂sv‖C01,δ([1,2]) ≤ C3 ‖∂sv‖L21,δ([ 12 , 52 ]) .
By contradiction we find sequences δν ∈ (0, 1] and vν ∈ M̂δν (x−, x+) that satisfy (37),
but the assertion fails, i.e. we cannot find a constant C3 for which the estimate is satisfied.
Then as in Step 1 we obtain (for a subsequence) C1-convergence vν → x = (x02, xˆ) on
[12 ,
5
2 ]×([0, 1]⊔[0, δν ]) to constants x02 ∈ L0×L2, x1 ∈M1 with xˆ = (x02, x1, x1) ∈ L01×L12.
So we can find sections ξν ∈ Γ1,δν over u = x such that vν |s∈[ 1
2
, 5
2
] = ex(ξ
ν). The equation
∂Jv
ν then becomes
∇sξν + J(ξν)∇tξν = 0
and we have the boundary conditions ∇sξν02|t=1 ∈ Tx02(L0 × L2) and ∇sξˆν |t=δν ∈ Txˆ(L01 ×
L12). We fix two cutoff functions h, h˜ ∈ C∞(R, [0, 1]) with h|[1,2] ≡ 1, h˜|supp h ≡ 1 and
supp(h), supp(h˜) ⊂ (12 , 52) and consider the sections hξν , h˜ξν ∈ Γ1,δν . Note that ∂svν =
dex(ξ
ν)∇sξν with dex(ξν) ≈ Id. So for sufficiently large ν we have
‖∂svν‖C0
1,δν
([1,2]) ≤ 2‖h∇sξν‖C0
1,δν
≤ 2CS‖h∇sξν‖H2
1,δν
,
‖∇sξν‖L2
1,δν
([ 1
2
, 5
2
]) ≤ 2‖∂svν‖L2
1,δν
([ 1
2
, 5
2
]),
where we used Lemma 3.1.4. Now we apply Lemma 3.2.1 (b) to the sections ξ = h∇sξν
and ξ = h˜∇sξν (for which the boundary terms vanish since ∇sξν ,∇2sξν ,∇3sξν satisfy the
boundary conditions) and ζ = ξν (which satisfy ‖ξν‖∞ → 0 and ‖∇ξν‖∞ → 0) to obtain
with uniform constants C,C ′
‖h∇sξν‖H2
1,δν
≤ C1
(‖(∇s + J(ξν)∇t)h∇sξν‖H1
1,δν
+ ‖h∇sξν‖H0
1,δν
)
= C1
(‖h′∇sξν‖H1
1,δν
+ ‖h∇sξν‖H0
1,δν
)
≤ C‖∇sξν‖H1
1,δν
(supp h) ≤ C‖h˜∇sξν‖H1
1,δν
≤ CC1
(‖(∇s + J(ξν)∇t)h˜∇sξν‖H0
1,δν
+ ‖h˜∇sξν‖H0
1,δν
)
≤ C ′‖∇sξν‖H01,δν ([ 12 , 52 ].
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Now the contradiction follows,
‖∂svν‖C0
1,δν
([1,2]) ≤ 2‖h∇sξν‖H2
1,δν
≤ 2C ′‖∇sξν‖H0
1,δν
([ 1
2
, 5
2
]) ≤ 4C ′‖∂svν‖L2
1,δν
([ 1
2
, 5
2
]).
Step 5: We prove the claim, that is for every s ≥ 3
dC0([0,1]⊔[0,δ])(v(s, ·), x+)2 + ‖∂sv(s, ·)‖2C0([0,1]⊔[0,δ]) ≤ Ce−∆sE′(v)
with
E′(v) :=
∫ 2
0
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∂sv(s, t)|2dtds.
We choose ~ = min{ǫ2, ǫ3}, then Step 3 and Step 4 (applied to appropriately shifted solu-
tions) combine as follows for all s ≥ 3
‖∂sv‖2C01,δ([s− 12 ,s+ 12 ]) ≤ C
2
3
∫ s+1
s−1
∫
[0,1]⊔[0,δ]
|∂sv(s, t)|2dt
≤ C23C2
∫ s+1
s−1
e−∆sE′(v)ds ≤ C23C2∆−1e∆e−∆sE′(v).
This proves the second part of the claim. The estimate on dC0([0,1]⊔[0,δ])(v(S, ·), x+) now
simply follows by integration: For all S ≥ 3 and t ∈ [0, 1]
dM02(v02(S, t), x
+) ≤
∫ ∞
S
|∂sv02(s, t)|ds
≤ C
∫ ∞
S
e−∆s/2
√
E′(v)ds
= 2C∆−1e−∆S/2
√
E′(v),
and similarly for vˆ. 
3.3. Compactness. The surjectivity of the map Tδ : M10(x−, x+) → M1δ(x−, x+), as in-
troduced in the previous section, will be a direct consequence of the following compactness
result. Here we choose ǫ0 ∈ (0, ǫ] with ǫ > 0 from in Theorem 3.1.1. Then v = eu(ξ) with
ξ ∈ Γ1,δ(ǫ0) ∩K0 implies that [vu] = Tδ([u]) by the definition of Tδ via theorem 3.1.1. We
will denote the time-shift by τσv(s, t) := v(σ + s, t).
Theorem 3.3.1. Given ǫ0 > 0 there exists δ0 > 0 such that for every δ ∈ (0, δ0] and v ∈
M̂1δ(x−, x+) there exist u ∈ M˜10(x−, x+) and σ ∈ R such that τσv = eu(ξ) with ξ ∈ Γ1,δ∩K0
and ‖ξ‖Γ1,δ ≤ ǫ0. Moreover, the moduli space M̂1δ(x−, x+) is regular for all δ ∈ (0, δ0] in
the sense that the linearized operator Dv is surjective for every v ∈ M̂1δ(x−, x+).
Proof. We assume by contradiction that there is an ǫ0 > 0, a sequence δ
ν → 0, and solutions
vν = (vν02, vˆ
ν) ∈ M̂1δν (x−, x+) for which the assertion of the theorem fails. Their energy is
fixed, E(vν) = 12τ +
1
2c(x−, x+), by the analogue of Proposition 2.1.1 for strips of different
widths: For any pair of maps (v02, vˆ) that are not necessarily pseudoholomorphic but satisfy
the limits and seam conditions of M̂1δ(x−, x+) we have
E(v02, vˆ) =
∫
v∗02
(
(−ω0)⊕ ω2
)
+
∫
vˆ∗
(
ω0 ⊕ (−ω2)⊕ (−ω1)⊕ ω1
)
= 12τ Ind(D(v02 ,vˆ)) +
1
2cδ(x−, x+).(39)
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Here cδ(x−, x+) is independent of δ since the equations for different δ apply to the same
map, rescaled to different widths, which has the same energy and index. Next, we can
exclude bubbling by the following argument based on Lemma 3.3.2 below:
If |dvν02| is unbounded near a point z ∈ R × (0, 1], then the standard rescaling method
gives rise to a nontrivial pseudoholomorphic sphere or disk in (M0, L0), or in (M2, L2), or
in both.15 Thus some fixed amount of energy ~ > 0 would have to concentrate near z.
The same energy quantization holds for blowup of dvˆν or dvν02|t=0 by Lemma 3.3.2. So the
energy densities |dvν | can only blow up at finitely many points. On the complement the
same compactness proof as in the next paragraph provides a C0loc convergent subsequence
vν02 → u02, where the limit corresponds to a solution u ∈ M˜0(y−, y+) with finitely many
singularities and energy E(u) < E(vν). The singularities can be removed by the standard
proofs for pseudoholomorphic curves with Lagrangian boundary condition [11, Theorem
4.1.2], so we would obtain a solution u˜ ∈ M˜0(y−, y+) of energy E(u˜) < E(vν). Its limits
y± may not be the same as those of v
ν , in which case we find a sequence of trajectories u˜ =
(u˜1, . . . , u˜N ) ⊂ M˜0(·, ·) connecting x− to x+, with total energy E(u˜) =
∑
E(u˜j) < E(v
ν).
We claim that monotonicity forces u˜ to have total index
∑
Ind(Du˜j ) < Ind(Dvν ) = 1, and
hence by regularity of the moduli spaces M˜0(·, ·) consists of a single constant trajectory.
This however would mean that vν were self-connecting trajectories of x− = x+, i.e. we have
annuli with Ind(Dvν ) = 1 – in contradiction to assumption (c). To control the index of
u˜ we glue the trajectories to a single map w˜ : R × [0, 1] → M−0 ×M2 satisfying all limit
and boundary conditions of M˜0(x−, x+) except for holomorphicity. Its index and energy
coincide with the total energy and index of u˜. With that we obtain
τ Ind(Dw˜) + c(x−, x+) = 2E(w˜) < 2E(v
ν) = τ + c(x−, x+)
from the monotonicity formula (39) and the index and energy identities in Lemma 2.1.3
applied to (w˜, wˆ), where wˆ is the t-independent map given by the lift of w˜|t=0 ⊂ L02 to
(L01 ×∆1 L12)T . This proves
∑
Ind(Du˜j ) ≤ 0 as claimed and hence excludes bubbling.
So from now on we assume that |dvν | ≤ C0 is uniformly bounded. In addition, the
boundary condition in the compact set (L01 × L12)T implies a priori bounds on the map
vˆν |t=δν . Together with the uniform gradient bound on vˆν this implies a priori bounds on
vˆν |t=0, which transfer to vν02|t=0 via the boundary condition. Finally using the uniform
gradient bounds on vν02 we then obtain uniform C1-bounds on both vν02 and vˆν on every ball
BR(0) of fixed radius (intersected with the domain of the respective map). So we can fix
p > 2 and find a subsequence and map u02 ∈ C0∩W 1,ploc (R× [0, 1],M0×M2) such that vν02 →
u02 in the C0-topology and the weak W 1,p-topology on every compact subset of R × [0, 1].
We claim that the limit u02 corresponds to a solution (u0, u2) ∈ M˜10(x−, x+). Indeed,
the holomorphicity follows from the weak W 1,p-convergence, and the boundary condition
follows from dC0
(
vν02|t=0, L02
)→ 0. To check the latter, recall that Lemma 3.1.3 (a) bounds
this distance in terms of dC0
(
vˆν |t=0, (L01 × L12)T
)
, which due to the boundary conditions
on vˆν |t=δν is bounded by dC0
(
vˆν |t=δν , vˆν |t=0
) ≤ C0δν .
We also conclude that vˆ → u¯ = (u02|t=0, u¯1, u¯1) in C0([−T, T ]×[0, δν ]) for all T > 0, where
u¯1 is determined uniquely by (u02|t=0, u¯1, u¯1) ∈ L01×L12. Indeed, vˆν |t=0 = (vν02, vν1 , vν1 )|t=0
satisfies dC0(vˆ
ν |t=0, u02×∆1)→ 0 as well as dC0(vˆν |t=0, L01×L12) ≤ dC0(vˆν |t=0, vˆν |t=δν )→ 0,
15 In caseM0 orM2 are noncompact, this convergence can be ensured by ‘bounded geometry’ assumptions,
or energy concentration can be proven directly, as outlined in Section 2.1.
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so v1|t=0 must converge to u¯1 on compact sets, and the convergence for t0 ∈ [0, δν ] follows
from dC0(vˆ
ν |t=0, vˆν |t=t0) ≤ C0δν → 0.
In summary we have vν → u := (u02, u¯) in the C0-topology on every set {|s| ≤ T}
for fixed T . In the following, we will strengthen this convergence using uniform nonlinear
estimates and exponential decay, to find sections ξν ∈ Γ1,δν (ǫ0) such that vν = eu(ξν) and
Dvν is surjective in contradiction to the assumption. Let us first note that, by the same
monotonicity arguments as above, the limit must be a nonbroken trajectory u ∈ M˜10(x−, x+)
of the same index and energy E(u) = E(vν). In the next step we strengthen the local
convergence.
For fixed T > 0 and sufficiently large ν ≥ ν0 we can write vν |{|s|≤T} = eu(ξν) with a
section ξν ∈ Γ1,δν (extended smoothly to {|s| > T}). The extension of ξν can be chosen
such that ‖ξν‖∞ → 0 and supν ‖∇ξν‖∞ < ∞ follows from the C0-convergence and C1-
boundedness of vν |{|s|≤T}. For the latter note that ∇ξν = deu(ξν)−1∇vν − ∂1e(u, ξν)∇u,
where ∇vν is uniformly bounded, and deu(ξν)→ Id as |ξν | → 0. This puts us into the posi-
tion where Lemma 3.2.1 applies with ζ = ξν . We fix a cutoff function h ∈ C∞0 ([−T, T ], [0, 1])
with h|[−T+1,T−1] ≡ 1, then
‖hξν‖H11,δ ≤ C1
(
‖(∇s + J(ξν)∇t)hξν‖H0
1,δν
+ ‖hξν‖H0
1,δν
+ ‖hξˆν |t=δν‖H0(R) + ‖hξν02|t=1‖H0(R)
)
.
Now we can use (29), ∂Jv
ν = 0, ∂J02u02 = 0, and ∂tu¯ = 0 to obtain∥∥h(∇s + Jˆ(ξˆν)∇t)ξˆν∥∥L2(R×[0,δν ]) = ∥∥h · deu¯(ξˆν)−1(∂1e(u¯, ξˆν)∂su¯)∥∥L2([−T,T ]×[0,δν ])
≤ C‖∂su¯‖L2([−T,T ]×[0,δν ]) ≤ C
√
δν‖∂su¯‖L2([−T,T ]),
and furthermore, using the fact that ∂1e(u02, 0) = Id commutes with J(u02),∥∥h(∇s + J02(ξν02)∇t)ξν02∥∥L2(R×[0,1])
=
∥∥h · deu02(ξν02)−1(∂1e(u02, ξν02)J(u02)∂tu02 − J02(u02)∂1e(u02, ξν02)∂tu02)∥∥L2(R×[0,1])
≤ C‖ξν02‖L2([−T,T ]×[0,1]).
Hence we have
‖ξν‖H1
1,δν
({|s|≤T−1}) ≤ C
(√
δν + ‖ξν‖H0
1,δν
({|s|≤T}) + ‖hξˆν |t=δν‖H0(R) + ‖hξν02|t=1‖H0(R)
)
,
which converges to zero, and thus vν02 → u02 in the H1-norm on every compact set. Now we
can verify the assumptions of Lemma 3.2.3 (with the constant ~ > 0) and achieve uniform
exponential decay: Pick T > 0 such that
∫
[−T,T ]×[0,1] |∂su02|2 ≥ E(u)− 12~ and pick ν0 such
that for all ν ≥ ν0 we have ‖∂su02‖2L2([−T,T ]×[0,1]) − ‖∂svν02‖2L2([−T,T ]×[0,1]) ≤ 12~ and thus∫
{|s|>T}
(∫
[0,1]
|∂svν02|2 +
∫
[0,δν ]
|∂svˆ|2
)
≤ E(vν) + 12~− E(u) + 12~ = ~.
Now the exponential decay Lemma 3.2.3 combined with the local C0-convergence implies
that
dC0(v
ν
02, u02) + dC0(vˆ
ν , u¯)→ 0
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uniformly for all s, t. Thus for sufficiently large ν we can write vν = eu(ξ
ν) with ξν ∈ H21,δν
and ‖ξν‖∞ → 0. In fact, the uniform exponential decay implies global convergence,
‖ξν‖∞ → 0, ‖ξν‖Lp1,δ → 0 ∀p ≥ 1, ‖∇ξ
ν‖∞ ≤ c0 <∞.
This puts us into the position where Lemma 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 apply with ζ = ξν ,
‖ξν‖H2
1,δν
+ ‖∇ξν‖L4
1,δν
≤ C1
(
‖∇sξν + J(ξν)∇tξν‖H1
1,δν
+ ‖∇sξν + J(ξν)∇tξν‖L4
1,δν
+ ‖ξν‖H0
1,δν
+ ‖ξˆν |t=δν‖H1(R) + ‖ξν02|t=1‖H1(R)
)
≤ C1(1 + C2)
(
‖∇sξν + J(ξν)∇tξν‖H1
1,δν
+ ‖∇sξν + J(ξν)∇tξν‖L4
1,δν
+ ‖ξν‖H0
1,δν
+
√
δν‖∇tξˆν‖H1(R×[0,δν ])
)
.
The terms in the last line converge to zero or can be absorbed into the left hand side for
δν sufficiently small. We claim that the penultimate line also converges to zero and we
thus obtain the convergence ‖ξν‖Γ1,δ → 0. To check this we recall from (29) that ∂Jvν = 0
implies
(40) ∇sξν + J(ξν)∇tξν = −deu(ξν)−1
(
∂1e(u, ξ
ν)∂su+ J(u)∂1e(u, ξ
ν)∂tu
)
.
Recall that
(41) ∂1e(u, 0) = IdTuM , ∂2e(u, 0) = deu(0) = IdTuM .
So in zeroth order we have, using the equations ∂tu¯ = 0 and ∂su02 = −J02(u02)∂tu02,∣∣∇sξˆν + Jˆ(ξˆν)∇tξˆν∣∣ ≤ ∣∣deu¯(ξˆν)−1(∂1e(u¯, ξˆν)∂su¯)∣∣ ≤ C|∂su¯|,∣∣∇sξν02 + J02(ξν02)∇tξν02∣∣ ≤ ∣∣deu02(ξν02)−1(∂1e(u02, ξν02)J02(u02)
− J02(u02)∂1e(u02, ξν02)
)
∂tu02
∣∣ ≤ C|ξν02|,
and thus
‖∇sξν + J(ξν)∇tξν‖L2
1,δν
+ ‖∇sξν + J(ξν)∇tξν‖L4
1,δν
≤ C(‖ξν02‖L2(R×[0,1]) + ‖ξν02‖L4(R×[0,1]) + (δν)1/2‖∂su¯‖L2(R) + (δν)1/4‖∂su¯‖L4(R))→ 0.
For the first derivative we calculate from (40), denoting all uniform constants by C,∣∣∇(∇sξˆν + Jˆ(ξˆν)∇tξˆν)∣∣ ≤ C(1 + |∇ξˆν |)∣∣∂1e(u¯, ξˆν)∂su¯∣∣+ C∣∣∇(∂1e(u¯, ξˆν)∂su¯)∣∣
≤ C(1 + |∇ξˆν |)(|∂su¯|+ |∇s∂su¯|),
and (in between dropping the subscript from ξν02)∣∣∇(∇sξν02 + J02(ξν02)∇tξν02)∣∣ ≤ C(1 + |∇ξν |)∣∣∂1e(u, ξν)J(u)∂tu− J(u)∂1e(u, ξν)∂tu∣∣
+ C
∣∣∇(∂1e(u, ξν)J(u)− J(u)∂1e(u, ξν))∣∣ · |∂tu|
+ C
∣∣∂1e(u, ξν)J(u) − J(u)∂1e(u, ξν)∣∣ · |∇∂tu|
≤ C|ξν02|
(
1 + |∇ξν02|
)
.
Here the estimate for the second summand follows from (41) and the identity
∇s(∂1e(u, ξ)X) = ∂1e(u, ξ)∇sX + (∇(∂su,∇sξ)∂1e)(u, ξ)X
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(and similarly for ∇t(∂1e(u, ξ)X)), where we have
(∇(∂su,∇sξ)∂1e)(u, 0) = 0 since(∇(Y,0)∂1e)(u, 0) = ∇Y IdTuM = 0
and, calculating in local normal coordinates with an extension Y˜ ∈ Γ(TM) of Y ∈ TuM
that is covariantly constant along τ 7→ expu(τX),(∇(0,Y )∂1e)(u, 0)X = ∂σ|σ=0∂τ |τ=0e(expu(τX), σY ) = ∂τ |τ=0Y˜ (expu(τX)) = 0.
Now the uniform estimate ‖∇ξν‖∞ ≤ c0 and the exponential decay of u¯ = u¯(s) imply∥∥∇(∇sξν + J(ξν)∇tξν)∥∥L2
1,δν
≤ C(1 + c0)
(‖ξν02‖L2(R×[0,1]) + (δν)1/2‖∂su¯‖H1(R))→ 0.
This proves
‖ξν‖Γ1,δν → 0.
It remains to find a time-shift such that τσvν = eu(ξ
ν(σ)) with some ξν(σ) ∈ K0 but still
‖ξν(σ)‖Γ1,δν ≤ ǫ0. In order to find this shift we write τσvν = eu(ξν(σ)) with
(42) ξν(σ) :=
(
e−1u ◦ τσ ◦ eu
)
(ξν) ∈ Γ1,δν .
This will satisfy
‖ξν(σ)‖Γ1,δν ≤ C
(‖ξν‖Γ1,δν + |σ|‖du‖Γ1,δν ),
so it is well defined whenever |σ| ≤ σ0, where we fixed σ0 = 12ǫ0C−1‖du‖−1Γ1,δν such that
‖ξν(σ)‖Γ1,δν ≤ ǫ0 is ensured for sufficiently large ν ≥ ν0. The L2-estimate on ξν(σ) can be
seen from the pointwise estimate∣∣e−1u τσeu(ξ)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣e−1u τσeu(ξ)− e−1u τσeu(0)∣∣+ ∣∣e−1u τσu− e−1u u∣∣
≤ C(d(τσeu(ξ), τσeu(0)) + d(τσu, u))
≤ C(∣∣τσξ∣∣+ σ|∂su|).
Here C is a continuity constant for e−1u . The higher derivatives of ξ(σ) = e
−1
u τ
σeu(ξ) are
estimated similarly. Now consider the function
Θν(σ) := 〈ξν02(σ), ∂su02〉L2 .
It satisfies
|Θν(0)| ≤ ‖∂su‖L2
1,δν
‖ξν‖L2
1,δν
→ 0
and (dropping the 02-subscript) we obtain from (42)∣∣∣ ∂∂σΘν(σ)− ‖∂su‖2L2∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣〈(deu(ξν(σ))−1τσ(∂1e(u, ξν)∂su+ deu(ξν)∂sξν)− τσ∂su), ∂su〉L2
+ 〈(τσ∂su− ∂su), ∂su〉L2∣∣∣
≤ C(‖ξν‖H1‖∂su‖L2 + ‖ξν‖∞‖∂su‖2L2 + |σ|‖∇s∂su‖L2‖∂su‖L2).
The latter is an arbitrarily small error for large ν and small σ. Hence we will find solutions
σν ∼ −Θν(0)/‖∂su02‖2L2 ∈ [−σ0, σ0] of Θν(σν) = 0. With these we have τσ
ν
vν = eu(ξ
ν(σ)),
where ξν ∈ K0 =
{
ξ ∈ Γ1,δ
∣∣〈ξ02, ∂su02〉L2 = 0} and ‖ξν(σ)‖Γ1,δν ≤ ǫ0. So with this small
time-shift on vν we obtain a contradiction to the assumption that T νδ is not surjective.
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Finally, to prove the transversality we need to check that Dvν = Deu(ξν) is surjective.
(The same then holds for the time shifts τσ
ν
vν .) This follows from the quadratic estimate
in Lemma 3.1.5 : Let Q : Ω1,δν → Γ1,δν be the right inverse of Dδ = dFu(0), then
‖Φu(ξν)−1Deu(ξν)Eu(ξν)Q− Id‖ ≤ ‖Φu(ξν)−1Deu(ξν)Eu(ξν)− dFu(0)‖ · ‖Q‖
≤ 2C2‖Q‖‖ξν‖Γ1,δν ,
where ‖Q‖ < ∞ by (28) and ‖ξν‖Γ1,δν → 0. This shows that Φu(ξν)−1Deu(ξν)Eu(ξν)Q
and hence also the operator Φu(ξ
ν)−1Deu(ξν)Eu(ξ
ν) has a right inverse for all sufficiently
large ν ≥ ν0. Here the parallel transport Φu(ξν) is an isomorphism on the target and
Eu(ξ
ν) identifies Γ1,δ with the domain of Deu(ξν). For the latter see the discussion before
Lemma 3.1.5 and recall that Eu(0) = Id. So we have established that Dvν is surjective, and
this finishes the proof. 
Lemma 3.3.2. There exists a universal constant ~ > 0 such that the following holds for
any sequence of Floer trajectories vν ∈ M̂δν (x+, x−) with δν → 0. If for some s ∈ R
lim inf
ν→∞
(‖dvν02‖L∞(Bǫ(s,0)) + ‖dvˆν‖L∞(Bǫ(s,0))) =∞ ∀ǫ > 0,
then there exists a sequence ǫν → 0 such that
lim inf
ν→∞
(∫
Bǫν (s,0)
|dvν02|2 +
∫
Bǫν (s,0)
|dvˆν |2
)
≥ ~.
Here Bǫ(s, 0) is the ǫ-ball in R× [0, 1] or R× [0, δν ] respectively.
In the usual analysis of bubbling effects, one would prove this lemma by rescaling around
points where the differentials blow up, identifying the limits with pseudoholomorphic spheres
or disks, and hence obtaining an energy quantization constant ~ that is geometrically de-
termined by the minimal nonzero energy of spheres or disks. In the present case however,
depending on the relative speed of blow-up and strip-shrinking δν → 0, the rescaling may
lead to sphere bubbles in M0, M1, or M2, disk bubbles in (M0 ×M1, L01), (M1 ×M2, L12),
or (M0×M2, L01 ◦L12), or the novel figure eight bubble described in the introduction. Since
we do not have a geometric bound on the minimal energy of figure eight bubbles, we use a
mean value inequality to obtain ~ by purely analytic methods.
Proof of Lemma 3.3.2. For notational convenience we introduce the noncontinuous function
|dv| : R × [0, 1] → [0,∞) given by |dv(s, t)|2 = |dv02(s, t)|2 + |dvˆ(s, t)|2 for t ∈ [0, δ] and
|dv(s, t)| = |dv02(s, t)| for t ∈ (δ, 1].
Suppose the lemma is false, that is, for every k ∈ N there exists a sequence vk,ν ∈
M̂δk,ν (x+, x−) with δk,ν → 0 such that (after time shift to s = 0) Rνk := |dvk,ν(sνk, tνk)| → ∞
for some (sνk, t
ν
k)→ (0, 0), but
lim inf
ν→∞
∫
Bǫν (0)
|dvν,k|2 ≤ 1
k
.
for every sequence ǫν → 0. In particular, this will hold for a fixed sequence ǫνk → 0 that
satisfies in addition ǫνk ≥ δνk , (sνk, tνk) ∈ B 1
4
ǫνk
(0) and ǫνkR
ν
k →∞. We can then find diagonal
sequences vk ∈ M̂δk(x+, x−) with δk → 0, and ǫk → 0, (sk, tk) ∈ B 1
4
ǫk
(0) such that
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ǫkRk := ǫk|dvk(sk, tk)| → ∞ and
(43)
∫
Bǫk (0)
|dvk|2 → 0.
Next, we use Lemma 3.3.3 to refine the choice of the blowup points (sk, tk). For that purpose
we consider the spaces X02 = R× [0, 1], Xˆ = R× [0, δk], and X = R× [0, 1], with the obvious
inclusion π : X02 ∪ Xˆ → X. Using the function f = |dvk02| on X02 and f = |dvˆk| on Xˆ one
can then vary the point π(x) = (sk, tk) ∈ R × [0, 1] by 2ρ = 14ǫk to find (sk, tk) ∈ B 12 ǫk(0)
and ǫ′k ≤ 18ǫk, such that ǫ′kRk := ǫ′k|dvk(sk, tk)| → ∞ and |dvk| ≤ 4Rk on Bǫ′k(sk, tk). Here
(43) continues to hold on Bǫk(0) ⊃ Bǫ′k(sk,tk).
Now in a first step we will prove that figure eight bubbles (arising from rescaling in the
case δkRk → ∆ ∈ (0,∞)) have a minimal energy (possibly depending on ∆ > 0.) More
precisely, we claim that (43) implies
(44) tkRk → 0, and δkRk → 0.
In a second step we will then see that this gives rise to a disk bubble in (M0×M2, L01◦L12).
Step 1:We prove (44).
First consider the case |dvk02(sk, tk)| ≥ 12 |dvk(sk, tk)| and tk ≥ 12δk. Then for all sufficiently
large k we can apply the mean value inequality16 [11, Lemma 4.3.1] to |dvk02| on the ball
Brk(sk, tk) ⊂ R× (0, 1) ∩Bǫk(0) with rk := min{tk, ǫ′k},
1
4(rkRk)
2 ≤ r2k|dvk02(sk, tk)|2 ≤ c
∫
Brk (sk,tk)
|dvk02|2 → 0.
Here we cannot have rk = ǫ
′
k since ǫ
′
kRk → ∞, so we have rk = tk and thus 12δkRk ≤
tkRk → 0 as claimed.
In the case |dvˆk(sk, tk)| ≥ 12 |dvk(sk, tk)| and δk ≥ tk ≥ 12δk we can apply the mean
value inequality [22, Theorem 1.3, Lemma A.1] to |dvˆk| with boundary condition vˆk|t=δk ∈
L01 × L12 on the partial ball Brk(sk,tk) ⊂ R× (0, δk ] ∩Bǫk(0) for rk := min{12δk, ǫ′k},
1
4(rkRk)
2 ≤ r2k|dvˆk(sk, tk)|2 ≤ c
∫
Brk (sk,tk)
|dvˆk|2 → 0.
As before we cannot have rk = ǫ
′
k since ǫ
′
kRk → ∞, so we have rk = 12δk and thus tkRk ≤
δkRk → 0 as claimed.
In the remaining case tk ≤ 12δk we consider the pseudoholomorphic map
wk := (vk02, vˆ
k) : R× [0, δk]→M0 ×M2 ×M0 ×M2 ×M1 ×M1,
which satisfies the Lagrangian boundary condition wk|t=0 ∈ ∆M0×M2 ×∆M1 . By the above
we have |dwk(sk, tk)| ≥ Rk → ∞ and
∫
Bǫk (0)
|dwk|2 → 0. So for all sufficiently large k
we can apply the mean value inequality [22, Theorem 1.3, Lemma A.1] on the partial ball
Brk(sk,tk) ⊂ R× [0, δk) ∩Bǫk(0) for rk := min{12δk, ǫ′k},
(rkRk)
2 ≤ r2k|dwk(sk, tk)|2 ≤ c
∫
Brk (sk,tk)
|dwk|2 → 0.
16 For this and the following applications of mean value inequalities note that they continue to hold with
uniform constants for noncompact symplectic manifolds, if one has uniform bounds on the curvature and up
to second derivatives of the almost complex structures Ji w.r.t. Ji-compatible metrics.
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Again we cannot have rk = ǫ
′
k since ǫ
′
kRk → ∞, so we have rk = 12δk and thus 2tkRk ≤
δkRk → 0 as claimed.
Step 2: We prove the lemma.
We consider the rescaled maps wk = (wk02, wˆ
k), where wk02 : BǫkRk(0)∩H2 →M0×M2 is
defined on half balls of radius ǫkRk →∞ in the half space H2 := R× [0,∞) by wk02(s, t) :=
vk02(sk + s/R
k, t/Rk), and wˆk : BǫkRk(0)∩ (R× [0, δkRk])→M0×M2×M1×M1 is defined
by wˆk(s, t) := vˆk(sk+s/R
k, t/Rk) on balls of radius ǫkRk intersected with the strip of width
δkRk → 0.
This rescaling preserves the nontriviality |dwk(0, tkRk)| ≥ 1, but on both domains |dwk|
is uniformly bounded. Hence we can find a subsequence of the wk02 that converges in
the C0-topology on the unit half ball D1 := B1(0) ∩ H2. The (scaling invariant) energy∫
BǫkRk (0)
|dwk02|2 converges to zero by (43), so the limit has to be constant. In fact, we
have wk02 → x02 ∈ L02 since the boundary values wk02|t=0 converge to L01 ◦ L12 = L02 in
C0([−1, 1]). To see the latter use Lemma 3.1.3 (a) to bound the distance to L02 by the
distance d(wˆk(s, 0), (L01 × L12)T ), which is zero for t = 0 replaced by t = δk. However, the
bound on |∂twˆk| provides a bound d
(
wˆk(s, 0), wˆk(s, δk)
) ≤ δk2Rk → 0 and thus proves x02 ∈
L02. This also proves that wˆ
k → x1 in C0([−1, 1] × [0, δkRk]), where x1 ∈ M1 is uniquely
determined by x¯ := (x02, x1, x1) ∈ L01 × L12. The maps wk02 are J¯02-holomorphic, so by
elliptic regularity the convergence wk02 → x02 is in the C∞-topology on every compact subset
of H2 \∂H2. However, in order to obtain a contradiction to the fact that |dwk(0, tkRk)| ≥ 1
with tkRk → 0 we need to establish C1-convergence on D1 up to the boundary.
We begin by noting that due to the C0-convergence we can express wk = ex(ξk) in
terms of sections ξk = (ξk02, ξˆ
k) ∈ H2(D1, x∗02T (M0×M2))×H2([0, 1]× [0, δkRk], x¯∗T (M0×
M2 × M1 × M1)) using the exponential map centered at x = (x02, x¯). These sections
satisfy the diagonal and Lagrangian boundary conditions ξk|t=0 ∈ Tx(∆M0×M2 × ∆M1)
and ξˆk|t=δkRk ∈ Tx¯(L01 × L12), the C0-convergence ‖ξk‖∞ → 0, and a uniform bound
‖∇ξk‖∞ ≤ c0. Since ∂Jwk = 0 and ∇x = 0 we obtain from (29)
∇sξk + J(ξk)∇tξk = 0.
Now dwk = dex(ξ
k)∇sξkds+ dex(ξk)J(ξk)∇sξkdt, so it suffices to prove the C0-convergence
of ∇sξk near 0. For that purpose we multiply the sections by cutoff functions h = (h02, hˆ)
with h02 : R × [0, 1] → [0, 1] supported in D1, hˆ : R→ [0, 1] supported in [−1, 1], and both
equal to 1 near 0. Then we obtain sections on the multistrip hξk := (h02ξ
k
02, hˆξˆ
k) ∈ Γ1,δkRk
that also satisfy the boundary condition h02ξ
k
02|t=1 = 0. These satisfy a uniform bound
sup
k
(
‖∇s(hξk) + J(ξk)∇t(hξk)‖H11,δkRk + ‖hξ
k‖H01,δkRk
)
≤ sup
k
C‖ξk‖H11,δkRk (supp(h)) <∞
due to the bounds on ‖ξk‖∞ and ‖∇ξk‖∞ and the compact support of h. From this
Lemma 3.2.1 (b) provides a uniform bound
sup
k
‖hξk‖H21,δkRk ≤ CΓ <∞.
Indeed, the boundary terms vanish since the constant boundary conditions directly transfer
to the derivatives, ∇sξk02|t=1,∇2sξk02|t=1 ∈ Tx02(L0 × L2) and ∇sξˆk|t=δkRk ,∇2s ξˆk|t=δkRk ∈
Txˆ(L01 × L12).
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We now fix a pair of cutoff functions h′ with support in h−1(1) and still equal to 1 near 0.
Then we apply Lemma 3.2.1 (b) to h′∇sξk, again with vanishing boundary terms, to obtain
sup
k
‖h′∇sξk‖H21,δkRk ≤ supk
C1
(∥∥(∇s + J(ξk)∇t)h′∇sξk∥∥H11,δkRk + ‖h′∇sξk‖H01,δkRk
)
≤ sup
k
C(1 + c0)‖hξk‖H21,δkRk <∞.
We can pick the cutoff functions such that h′02|D1/2 ≡ 1 on the half ball D1/2 ⊂ H2 and
hˆ|[− 1
2
, 1
2
] ≡ 1. Then the compact Sobolev embedding H2(D1/2) →֒ C0(D1/2) provides C0-
convergence of a subsequence ∇sξk02. We already know that the limit is 0, so we obtain
∇sξk02 → 0 and ∂swk02 → 0 in C0(D1/2). It remains to establish ‖∇sξˆk‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
]×[0,δkRk])
→ 0
and thus ‖∂swˆk‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
]×[0,δkRk])
→ 0 in contradiction to |dwk(0, tkRk)| ≥ 1 with tkRk → 0.
To see this we follow the argument in Lemma 3.1.4. Using the standard Sobolev embedding
H1([−12 , 12 ]) →֒ C0([−12 , 12 ]) we obtain for all t0 ∈ [0, δkRk]
1
C ‖∇sξˆk|t=t0 −∇sξˆk|t=δkRk‖2C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
])
≤ ‖∇sξˆk|t=t0 −∇sξˆk|t=δkRk‖2H1([− 1
2
, 1
2
])
≤ δkRk
∫ δkRk
0
‖∇t∇sξˆk‖2H1([− 1
2
, 1
2
])
(45)
≤ δkRk‖∇sξˆk‖2H2([− 1
2
, 1
2
]×[0,δkRk])
→ 0.
From the above we moreover have ‖∇sξ′k02|t=0‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
]) = ‖∇sξk02|t=0‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
]) → 0. Now
using Lemma 3.1.3 and the boundary conditions, in particular (ξk1 − ξ′k1 )|t=0 = 0, we obtain
‖∇sξˆk|t=δkRk‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
])
≤ C(‖π02(∇sξˆk)|t=δkRk‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
]) + ‖∇s(ξk1 − ξ′k1 )|t=δkRk‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
])
)
≤ C(‖∇sξ′k02|t=0‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
]) + 3‖∇sξˆk|t=δkRk −∇sξˆk|t=0‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
])
)→ 0.
Combining ‖∇sξˆk|t=δkRk‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
]) → 0 with (45) then proves ‖∇sξˆk‖C0([− 1
2
, 1
2
]×[0,δkRk])
→ 0
and thus |dwk(0, tkRk)| → 0 in contradiction to the assumption. 
Lemma 3.3.3. Let (X, d) be a metric space, X1, . . . ,Xn topological spaces, π : X1 ∪ . . . ∪
Xn → X a continuous map, and f : X1 ∪ . . . Xn → R a non-negative continuous function.
Fix x ∈ Xi for some i = 1, . . . , n and ρ > 0. Suppose that π−1(B2ρ(π(x))) ∩Xi is complete
for each i = 1, . . . , n. Then there exists an x′ ∈ X1 ∪ . . . Xn and a positive number ρ′ ≤ ρ
such that
d(π(x′), π(x)) < 2ρ, sup
π−1Bρ′ (π(x
′))
f ≤ 2f(x′), ρ′f(x′) ≥ ρf(x).
Proof. Otherwise, the same argument as in the proof of Hofer’s lemma [11, p.93] shows that
there exists a sequence xα ∈ X1 ∪ . . . ∪Xn such that
x0 = x, d(π(xα), π(xα+1)) ≤ ρ/2α, f(xα+1) > 2f(xα).
After passing to a subsequence, we obtain a Cauchy sequence xα in some Xi with f(xα)→
∞, which contradicts completeness and continuity of f . 
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